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Prepare For Sunday Reunion

Extends Three-Year Inflation

Freed Hostages
Spend Last Day
In Germany

Cost Of Living
Up 12.4 Percent
By ROBERT FURLOW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP — Americans'
cost of living rose 12.4 percent in 1980,
extending a three-year national inflation binge that economists say is far
from over.
The 1980 increase in the government's Consumer Price Index, announced Friday, is a bit less than the
13.3 percent rise recorded in 1979.
But that news will come as slight
comfort to the typical American
worker, whose aftertax buying power
was eroded by 4.8 percent during the
year, according to Labor Department
estimates.
Buying power had sunk 5.3 percent in
1979 and 3.2 percent in 1978, the department said.
When 1978's inflation rate of 9 percent
is taken into account, the past three
years have been the worst in more than
60 years — since the 1916-19 period
when inflation ran above 10 percent for
four straight years.
The seasonally adjusted Consumer
Price Index increase of 1.1 percent in
December brought the CPI to 258.4 at
year's end. That means a consumer
who bought goods and services for $100
in 1967 would need $258.40 to buy the
same items at the end of 1980.
Most of the December increase was
due to higher transportation, housing
and food expenses, and those categories
are expected to continue climbing this
year.
Former President Jimmy Carter's
final economic report to Congress
predicted a 12.5 percent inflation increase for 1981, with food and energy
leading the way. Private economists
say that figure is probably about right.
President Reagan has pledged sharp
reductions in federal taxes and spending in an effort to overcome the
economic troubles that plagued
Carter's presidency.
However, Carter administration officials have said the new president's
policies — particularly big tak cuts —
could heat up inflation rather than cool
it off.
Reagan's plan also will include eased
government regulation of business and
industry, and he named an expert in
that field Friday to be chairman of his
Council of Economic Advisers.
After his appointment was announced, Murray Weidenbaurn, a former
assistant treasury secretary who is a
professor at Washington University of
St. Louis, told reporters Reagan's plan
will work, but not overnight.
"This inflation, which started in early

David Will Files
For Council Race
David Hill, 1303 Vine St., has filed his
candidacy papers for the Murray City
Council.
Hill, the son of Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Hill,
Murray,is a native of Calloway County.
He is married to the former Debbie
Tabers,daughter of Christine Tabers of
Murray and the late Rex Tabers. The
Hills have two children, Mickey, 8, and
Stephanie, 2.
A former employee of the Murray
Ledger & Times, Hill currently is
employed as an electrician with Foley
Electric atShawnee Steam Plant.
A member of the First Baptist
Church of Murray, Hill served as president of the Park League of the Murray
Baseball Association for the past two
years. He also is a former member of
the Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board.

1966, has become deeply embedded in
the American economy, and it's going
to take a long time to reduce that inflationary pressure," Weidenbaum said
after meeting with Reagan at the White
House.
Reagan also discussed economic
matters earlier in the day with congressional Republicans and with Paul
Volcker, the Federal Reserve chairman who has tried to fight inflation by
tightening the money supply.

1961 Truck Is Fire-Rescue Squad's
Primary Means Of Transportation
The 1961 Dodge 4-by-4 fire-rescue
truck serves as primary transportation
for fire fighters and equipment in areas
inaccessible to normal road vehicles,
Floyd Garland, assistant chief of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad,
said.
"It's still a good vehicle for its age
but it takes a lot of punishment and
maintenance can be a real problem,Garland said. "Four of our six firerescue truckS'are over 12 years old and
in constant need of tires, engine and
suspension work and just day-to-day
fixing."

"Some people seem to think because
we are all volunteers that there
shouldn't be any expenses. If they
would just visit our firehouse, we would
be more than happy to show them
around and point out money has to be
raised to remain operational," Garland
added.
The annual cost of maintaining the
fire-rescue squad at its Present

operating level is approximately
$46,000, according to Bill Phillips, coordinator of the fund-raising effort..
"The minimum subscription that we
will be asking for in this drive is $25
from each property owner and resident
in the county, with an average donation
In the range of $50 to $100," Phillips
said.
"If a person doesn't think the firerescue squad is worth saving, then he
shOuldn't bother to contribute. But at
the same token, he shouldn't bother to
call for help when the emergency
threatens his own security," Phillips
added.
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Economic News In State Not Good Team Wants
By HERBERT SPA RROK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — State officials have not had good econlmic
news for Kentuckians this week.
Coupled with an announced merger
Friday of the Public Information and
Tourism Departments in state government that will result in 80 jobs being
cut; was a report of the largest
unemployment rate in the state in d
decade.
The news came on the heels of
testimony Thursday by state Revenue
Commissioner Robert Allphin before a
legislative committee that revised
estimates indicate state revenue
-receipts will fall-$185 million short during the 1981-82 fiscal year.
Robert MacDonald, chief labor
market analyst for the state Departrrfent for Human Resources, said
unemployment in Kentucky jumped by
more than one-half of a percent in
December to 8.6 percent, threetenths of
a percent higher than the peak hit during the 1975 recession.
MacDonald said he thinks two factors

were involved in the large December
MacDonald said he wouldn't be surincrease in unemployment, an increase
prised to see the rate top 9 percent and
he admits-caught him by surprise.
"I certainly wouldn't be surprised if
He said the substantial jump in inFebruary is pretty close to 10 per cent."
terest rates during November caused a
MacDonald said that while the rates
lot of people to start looking for jobs,at
may have been higher during the
the same time that there was a large
Depression of the 1930s, he feels the
drop in jobs.
number of unemployed is an all time
He said that 69,000 of the 192.100 Kenhigh for Kentucky.
tuckians out of work in December were
MacDonald said the number of jobs in
people trying to get into the labor force, --Kentucky declined by 53,400 during
not job losers. "That's a fairly high
1980. He said nearly 88 percent of that
number," he said.
decrease came in positions paying
Meanwhile, the anticipated seasonal
wages and salaries.
drop in employinent in such areas as
"Those are the jobs that support the
agriculture and construction combined •
backbone of the workforce," he said.
with a drop in other jobs to produce an
While Kentucky's unemployment
unusually large loss in employment. .
rate was jumping, the national rate,
'People coming into the labor force
stable at 7.1 percent since September,
trying to fight inflation plus the
dropped to 6.9 percent last month.
seasonal downturn is what caused
"Kentucky has a whole lot jobs in inunemployment to jump as much as it
dustries that national recessions tend to
die %MacDonald said.
affect," MacDonald said. "In periods of
And he doesn't see things getting betgood growth, we tend to go below the
ter.
national average. As soon as we get the
"Generally we have a fairly good innational economy back into gear, we
crease in unemployment during
will sec Kentucky's unemployment rate
January and February and I expect it
drop below the national."
to continue to go up." he said.

TVA Changed
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. f API —A
presidential. transition team recommends doubling the Tennessee Valley
Authority's board of directors and trimming TVA's nuclear program in a study
highly critical of the federal agency,
two Tennessee newspapers reported in
today's editions.
The Knoxville Journal and the Memphis Commercial Appeal each published copyright stories quoting the study,
which Reagan aides have insisted
would remain secret from the public. It
is the first study of the TVA ever done
during a transition of presidents.
One TVA director said the report appeared to reflect preconceived notions
aired by the transition team members
before they undertook the study.
"TVA should respond to problems
like's business," the report said in urging the TVA board expand from three to
seven members in the image of a
private corporation. TVA's management, the report said, should include a
chairman, chief executive officer and
"several strong vice presidents."
TVA, which already deferred indefinitely plans to build four nuclear
reactors, should stop building two of the
nine under construction, the report
Pyheilpopws
1
CrBeeenkd nealnr
luka, Miss.,as possible candidates.

a propaganda exercise because. "we
figured that the American people,
they're a little too smart for that."
The former captives made the
remarks to reporters outside the U.S.
Air Force Hospital in Wiesbaden on the
third day of freedom for them and the
other Americans.
The hostages "would just like to say
that people had cooperated because if
they didn't, they were told they would
never be released," said Barnes.
German told reporters that hostages
were willing to appear infilms made by
the Iranians because they believed the
U.S. public would see through the propaganda.
During a briefing Friday, Dr. Jerome
Korcak, head of a special State Department medical team flown here to look
after the former captives, said some of
the ex-hostages felt ashamed about
their conduct in Iran.
"Some feel guilty," sa,id Korcak."We
feel that this is extremely inappropriate. They were subjected to extreme duress."
Korcak said Iranian militants who
stormed the U.S. Embassy in Tehran on
Nov. 4, 1979, used various forms of psychological pressure to force their
captives to make propaganda
statements.
One made anti-American statements
on condition that some of his fellow captives would be set free, he said.
Another was told that if he appeared
in a propaganda film, he could return to
the United States for the funeral of his
mother, who in reality had not died. •
Korcak said a number of former captives show symptoms of mental illness,
including flashbacks, disrupted steep
and "post-traumatic stress syndrome."
Some are so depressed, he said, that
they refuse to leave their hospital
rooms, but he said there was no special
night monitoring on any patient.

Replacement
Of 1346 Bridge
Is Announced
The proposed replacement of a
bridge and its approaches on Kentucky
1346 over the east fork of the Clarks
River has been announced by Charles
Henry, general highway manager of
the Kentucky Department of
Transportation, Reidland office.
Henry said the bridge is approximately 1.2 miles east of the junction
with U.S. 641 in Dexter.
The categorical exculsion along with
maps, plans and other relevant project
data are available for public inspection
in the Reidland office between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Highway personnel will be available
to discuss the proposed project, to reply
to questions and to provide information
to. all interested persona

Galloway Re-Elected President Of
Four Rivers Manufacturing Council sauridg,oinsnvaimieinagnd
Bossing, Weatherford
Named Good Citizens
Dr. Rex F. Galloway, director of the
Waterfield Center for Business and
Governmental Research at Murray
State University, has been re-elected
president of the Four Rivers Manufacturers Council for 1981.

Other officers re-elected to the
organization include: Paul Kiesow,
plant manager of Fisher-Price Toys in

The Murray High Tigers defeated Calloway County 64-54 in basketball
action Friday. For complete details and photos of the game, see Pages 6
and 7 of today's sports section.
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Garland said that their radio equipment alone, which is absolutely essential to any volunteer fire company,
would cost an estimated $30,000 to
replace.

Kentucky Officials Make Announcements

inside today

today's index

RESCUE TRUCK — This 1961 Dodge 4-by-4 fire-rescue truck serves as
primary transportation for,Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad fire fighters
and equipment in areas inaccessible to normal road vehicles.

By STEPHEN F. MILLER
Associated Press Writer
WIESBADEN, West Germany AP)
— The freed American hostages spent
their last day in Wiesbaden today
undergoing more psycholexical
counseling and preparing for the flight
home and family reunions at West
Point.
U.S. officials said all 52 would make
the flight Sunday, including Army Sgt.
1st Class Donald Hotiman, who earlier
was reported planning to stay in nearby
Frankfurt with his German wife and
their children.
State Department spokesman Anita
Stockman said Hohman's family was
flying to the United States later today to
be on hand with other relatives when all
the ex-captives, including Holtman, arrive at the U.S. Military Academy.
Group therapy sessions began Friday
night, and doctors said drugs would not
be used in treating the depression felt
by many of the 50 men and two women
who were flown out of Tehran on Tuesday after 444 days in captivity.
Freed hostage Clair Barnes of Falls
Church, Va.,said the Americans in Iran
were lied to by their captors and went
on television and denounced their
government as a means of winning
their freedom.
Another, Bruce German of Rockville,
Md., said he and others participated in

mostly sunny
Mostly sunny for the rest of the
day. Highs this afternoon in the
upper 40s to low 50s. Clear and
not as cold tonight. Lows in the
low to mid 30s. Sunny and
unseasonably warm on Sunday
with highs in the mid to upper 50s.
Winds will be light and southerly
today and tonight.
. Kentucky Extended Forecast
• Monday through Wednesday: A
chance of showers and
thunderstorms about Tuesday or
Wednesday. Highs Monday and
Tuesday in the 50s to low 60s cooling to the 40s on Wednesday.
Lows mostly mid 30s to mid as.

Murray, vice president; Ed Shinners,
vice president and general manager of
Vanderbilt Chemical Corp. in Murray,
treasurer; Jim Miller, manager of
Walker Boat Yard in Paducah, corresponding secretary, and Dan C.
Carden, president of National
Ceramics, Inc., was elected recording
secretary.
About 40 companies in west Kentucky, west Tennessee, and southern Illinois currently hold membership in the
Four Rivers Manufacturers Council, an
organization made up primarily of
chief executive officers or plant
managers of manufacturing and processing concerns. The council meets
monthly to discuss problems related to
manufacturing and processing operations.
Galloway said important goal of the
organization is to assist in the development of constructive management
practices in the industries it represents.
The council also serves several other
functions, including arranging of plant
tours; the awarding Of a scholarship to
a Murray State student as a part of the
Labor-Management Classic conducted
by the Kentucky Department of Labor
and Department of Commerce; selection of guest speakers witii expertise in
their areas to address the membership,
and co-sponsorship with Murray State
of the Distinguished Lecture in
Business Administration on the campusA summer picnic and Christmas banquet are other annual council activities.
For.-1981, the board of directors has
been expanded from 18 to 21 members.

In addition to the officers, directors
elected and serving this year are as
follows:
Anthony Androski, general manager
of Westvaco Corporation in Wickliffe;
John Baliker, general manager of Air
Products and Chemicals; Inc., in
Calvert City; Tony Casagrande,
general manager of Ingerapll-Rand in
Mayfield; Barry Craig, Sr., industrial
relations manager for General Tire and
Rubber Company in Mayfield; Brian
Duwe, general manager of Proform,
Inc., in Paducah; T. J. Eastenvood,
president of Waymatic, Inc., in Fulton;
Dr. David Eldredge,dean of the College
of Business and Public Affairs at Murray State.
Ray Hopkins, general manager of
Heublein, Inc., in Paducah; Harold
Jenks, administrator of Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah; Wayne O'Quin,
general manager of Pennwalt Corp. in
Calvert City; Bob Rogers, general
manager of Plumley Rubber Company
in Paris, Tennessee; Don Starkey,
director of cooperative and experiential
education at Murray Slate; James C.
Tidwell, Paducah city manager; Frank
Welch, general manager of GAF Corporation in Calvert City, and Charles
Woods, general manager of B. F.
Goodrich Chemicals, Inc., in Calvert
City. '
Galloway said managers of manufacturing and processing firms which are
not members are encouraged to
become part of the Four Rivers
organization. He added that additional
information may be obtained by contacting officers of the organization.

Lewis Bossing, Murray High School
senior,and Kim Weatherford, Calloway
County High School senior, have been
selected to receive the Good Citizen
Award sponsored by the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution.
_
Bossing, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Bossing of 1703 Olive, was first
place winner of the high school speech
tournament, attended the 1980 Forensics National Tournament, represented
the state of Kentucky in the

Kim Weatherford

I.ewts Bossing

Southeastern Theatre Conference, and
is a member of the Murray-Calloway:
County Cqpimunity Theatre.
Weatheaord, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry D. Weatherford of Route 5, is
editor of the high school annual, president cif the speech team. Student Council representative, officer of the Beta
Club, and was junior class president.
The youths were selected by their
class and faculty representatives.
They, along with their mothers, will be
honored at a luncheon in April
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Toyoka KokObun Weds Masura
Tashiro In Murray Ceremony

"se

Miss Toyoku Kokobun and
Masaru Tashiro, guests of Dr
and Mrs. Donald E. Jones, exvows
wedding
changed
Wednesday , Jan. 14, at Hale
Chapel. First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
The double ring ceremony.
was performed by the Rev.
James Stubbs and was
directed M Mrs. Joe Dick.
Mike and Scott Butwell„sons
of Dr. and Mrs. Richard
Butwell, were ushers.-Mrs. Richard Farrell
presented a program of
music
organ
selected
preceding the ceremony. The
traditional wedding march
was used for the processional
Miss Karen Jackson. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Jackson, sang '0 Perfect
Love.'
Bride's Dress The bride was escorted by
Dr. Junes and presented for
marriage by her hosts.
She wore a gown of white
organza polyester embroidered tiers with capelet
sleeves and a wedding band
neckline. Her chapel length
veil flowed from a bandeau of
white flowers and was outlined with lace and had scattered
embroidered roses. Her only
jewelry was two strands of
pearls.
She carrled three long stem
white roses tied with a yellow
ribbon and an embroidered
handkerchief for something
old.
Miss Karen Brandon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Brandon. served as maid of
honor. She was attired in a turquoise velvet princess dress
with a deep v-neckline and
.x.ru lace capelet collar. She
..arried a yellow long stem

Mr•aaotat.
WEST GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gary West of
Sedalia Route 1 are the
parents of a baby girl, Camila
Denise, born on Tuesday, Jan.
13, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy West of Tri City and
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Conner of
Fulton Route 1.
TERRELL BOY
A baby boy, Travis Neill
Cosby, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Timothy Mack Terrell,
226 Willow Drive, Mayfield, on
Wednesday, Jan. 14, at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Terrell, Jr., Mrs.
Benita Bennett, and Johnny
Bennett, all of Mayfield.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. 8. Sun. — 2:00
Cheri 8, Cine'
AU Seats $1.50

flirt,Thurs. Jan. 29
20,9.25 - 2:00 Sat.. Sun

Anniversary Celebration

Few Persons
Exercise On
Regular Basis
NEW YORK 1API — Exercise — many Americans talk
about it, brag about it, read
about it, yet how many actually
do it?
A recent national research
study to compare the lifestyles
and personal health-care practices of six occupational groups
found that although 06 percent
of the respondents recogruze
that exercise is important to
good health, very few actually
exercise on a regular basis.
In fact, of the six groups —
farmers, secretaries, family
physicians, garment workers,
teachers and business executives — only a significant number of executives and physicians claim to exercise two or
more times a week.
According to the study, which
was sponsored by the American
Academy of Family Physicians
and conducted by Research &
Forecasts Inc., those same
business executives who claim
to exercise two or more times a
week are also the heaviest
drinkers and smokers of those
surveyed. The average executive polled imbibed seven or
more drinks a week and
smoked more than a pack of
cigarettes a day.

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Parks
of Murray Route 4 will be
honored on their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception,
held at the People's Bank
Community Room on Sunday,
Feb_ 1.
Hosted by their children, the
event will be held from 2 to 4
p.m. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend. No invitations are being sent. The
couple requests that guests
not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Parks were
married on Feb. 4,1931, by the
Rev. R. H. Pigue. Their attendants were Miss Inez Byars
and the late Ralph Richardson.
Mrs. Parks, the former
Elizabeth Swann, is the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Bowden Swann, Mr.
Parks is the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Elbert Parks.
Mr. and Mrs. Parks are
retired farmers and at present
Mrs. Parks is employed by
Peoples Bank.
The couple has two
children: Swann Parks of
Memphis, Tenn., and Cherrie
Paschall of Mayfield. They
have four grandchildren and
one great-grandchild.
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Forecast: Very Warm

Honor Rolls Released
For.Two Periods At
Calloway Middle School
The honor roll for the third
six weeks and semester at the
Calloway County Middle
Mr. and Mrs. ilasura Tashiro
School has been released as
—frith Rer. James Stubbs
follows:
rose.
honoring the young couple. Japan is known as "Itai."
Third Six Weeks
John Alexander, son of Mr. Special guests were the InterMany friends attended and
7th Grade—
and Mrs. Eli Alexander, serv- national Friendship club.
assisted with plans and arChuck Adams,Scott Adams,
ed Mr. Tashiro as best man.
The two tiered wedding rangements for the wedding
Jolene Aeisliman, Laura
Both men were attired in navy cake was served to those and reception.
Alton, Marty Anderson, John
three piece suits with rose wishing the couple much hapMr. and Mrs. Tashiro are
Bray, Micheal Bryan, Donnye
boutonnieres.
piness. To add a Japanese presently residing in Tokyo,
Bucy, Jeanie Colson, Dana
custom to an otherwise tradi- Japan. They called to say they
Cunningham.
Reception
Following the ceremony Dr. tional American wedding, had arrived safely and to say a
Russell Dunn, Tracey
Eldridge, Dana Ferguson,
and Mrs. Jones entertained beans mixed with rice were special thanks to everyone in
thrown
that
had been so kind.
at the couple. This in Murray
with a reception at their home
Marica Ford, Regina Fox,
Michelle Garland, Micky Garrison, Kim Hale, Kelly Hanks,
Mary Hansen.
Ricky Harrison, Reba Henson, Corey Huie, Johnna
Jones, Darren Kerr, Rhonda
Kerr, Lee Ann Lockhart,
Darin Lofts, Lisa Meador,
Ronnie Miller, Lisa Morgan.
Scott Nix, Regina Peeler,
Mark Pool, Lori Roberts,
Teresa Rose, Jill Rowland,
Susan Sykes, Kim Thompson,
Daniel Wall, Tim Weatherford, Beth Woodall, Lee Yuill.
Semester
7th Grade—
Chuck Adams,Scott Adams,
Jim Alsop, Laura Alton, Marty Anderson, Brook Barton,
John Bray, Michael Bryan,
NOT GROUNDED — Though she was many achievements despite her handiDana Cunningham, James
born with cerebral palsy, Kathleen Bar- cap, United Cerebral Palsy has chosen
Daniels, Russell Dunn.
rett, 30, shown with an instructor, has her to appear in public service television
Tracey Eldridge, Dana
learned to pilot a glider. Because of her spots.
Ferguson, Marica Ford,
Regina Fox,Sherri Gallimore,
Michelle Garland, Micky Garrison, Carmen Glass, Kim
Hale, Angie Haley, Kelly
Hanks, Mary' Hansen.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. AP plishments herself.
shirt. I get good comments
Ricky Harrison, Reba HenShe lectures on "the hidden the
— Kathleen Barrett doesn't let
on it," she laughs.
son, Code Huie, Jennifer Jarthe fact that she was born with assets of disability- at the Unirett, Johnna Jones, Rhonda
cerebral palsy stand in the way versity of California Extension
Kerr, Terri Lamb, Lee Ann
division in Davis, Calif., and
of living a full life.
Lockhart, Darin Loftis, Lisa
Not only does she dance, works a regular 8-to-5 schedule
swim, bicycle, drive a car, as a Works Community ProMeador, Ronnie Miller, Lisa
state
Analyst
Defor
the
gam
indelive
and
own
travel on her
Morgan.
pendently in a Sacramento con- partment of Developmental
Arnberly Moss, Scott Nix,
dominium, but she's been a Services. Two nights a week
Regina Peeler, Lori Roberts,
glider pilot for the last eight she attends law school,
Jill Rowland, Teresa Storey,
years.
would like to become a reAlicia Stubblefield, Susan
It took her three years before search lawyer," she says, add- Kay Russell, granddaughter
she soloed, mainly, she says, ing that she would also like to of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill and Sykes, Jeanie Thorn.
Mark Thorn, Staci Tidwell,
because she didn't work at it run for public office. She proud- Mrs. Mary' Russell of Murray,
ly reports that when she ran was a member of the mar- Daniel Wall, Tim Weathervery often.
"I became interested when I for the county Democratic Cenford, Beth Woodall, Robby
ching band of the University of
saw others piloting glider tral Committee she got 19,899
Yontz, Lee Yuill.
Tennessee,
Knoxville,
that
planes, and liked the idea of votes to her opponent's 21,000.
Third Six Weeks
marched
in
the
Presidential
being free, the silence of it,"
Because of her achievements,
8th Grade—
Inaugural
Parade
on
Tuesday,
I
United Cerebral Palsy has seshe explains. "It's something
Mark Bazzell, Vicki Bogard,
•
lected Ms. Barrett to appear in Jan. 20, in Washington, D. C.
can't do m the ground."
Amy Bryan, Shaun Bucy,
When she first went for les- its 1981 public service television
Miss Russell is a freshman
sons, the instructor looked spots, where she is shown pilot- at the University of Ten- Mike Clayton, Daina Crick,
dubious, she recalls, so she ing a glider over the hills of nessee. She is the daughter of Ed Crutchfield, Jon Driver,
Emily Dunn, William Feckly,
didn't return to him, but en- California.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwarnussell
rolled in another glider course
Lisa Gardner, Jeanetta
As to her own cerebral palsy,
of
Oak
Ridge,
Tenn.
where the instructor said, she says, "I don't think about it
Geurin.
Another
daughter
of
the
ahead."
"Fine, go
much. However, I do get upset
Mikal Grimes, Dawn Hale,
While she has a physical when people stare at me. I Russells, Karla, a junior at John Hassell, Melissa Hernhandicap, it is not a mental don't understand it. Maybe Oak Ridge High School, Oak don, Charles
Homes, Kristina
one, and it is not a disease, but those attitudes will change one Ridge, Tenn., has been named
Howell, Molly Imes, John
day."
as a member of the Oak Ridge
a disability, she points out.
But through it all, she main- Civic Music Association Kelso, Darren Lamb, David
"People think we're dumb,"
Lamb, Tony Lovett, Ashley
she says. "What I have is a tains a sense of humor about Belles, and is member of the
neurological disorder. You herself. She wears a sweatshirt Oak Ridge Symphony Or- Miller.
that says, "I'm drunk, I don't chestra for the second
Sabrina Myers, Michael
can't catch it from me."
year.
Ms. Barrett, 30, has halting have cerebral palsy." She lifted
Both girls are former Parks, Carrie Paschall, Jill
who
comedian
a
idea
from
the
speech and is sometimes diffistudents at Murray High
cult to understand. She walks had cerebral palsy.
Naploeon's army of 363,000
"People stop me when I wear School.
with a lurch and occasionally
men began crossing the River
falls, but this hasn't stopped
Nieman in East Prussia in
her from enjoying life and hobJune of 1812 for a massive adbies such as building model
railroads.
vance on Moscow. The French
Through the years, she has
population was already
persons
been told by countless
restive under conscription and
that she was too severely handNaploeon's plan for an early
icapped to even write her -own
District 17, Unit I, of the .Licensed Practical Nurses
success was spoiled by mass
ramie. But when she was told
Monday, Jan. 26, at 7 p.m. in the
sunstroke and bad fodder for
she couldn't do something, it Association will meet
cavalry mounts. Fewer than a
only made her try harder. In private dining room of the Murray-Calloway County
third of Napoleon's forces surtrying t arder to show others, Hospital.
All IPN's are urged to attend, a unit spokesman said.
vived.
she has made great accoms

By
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Riley, Eric Roberts, Jeanne
Rule, Chris Satterwhite, Brad
Skinner, Tammy Thomas, Jill
Thornton, Lori Yarbrough.
Semester
8th Grade—
Angie Balentine, Mark
Hanel], Vicki Bogard, Greg
Boren, Amy Bryan, Shaun
Bucy, Stacey Childress, Mike
Clayton, Sherrie Coles, Daina
Crick, Ed Crutchfield, Vona
Darnell, Debbie Deitz.
Jon Driver, Emily Dunn,
Lisa Gardner, Kim Garland,
Janetta Geurin, Mikal
Grimes. Dawn Hale, John
Hassell, Melissa Herndon,
Charles Holmes, Jana
Hopkins, Sandra Hopkins,
Kristina Howell.
Molly Imes, John Kelso,
Jennifer Kirk, Darren Lamb,
David Lamb, Jody Lambert,
Timmy I,ewis, Tony Lovett,
Ashley Miller, Mike Orr,
Parks, Carrie
Michael
Paschall.
John Mark Potts, Jill Riley,
Eric Roberts, Jeanne Rule,
Chris Satterwhite, Brad Skinner, Tammy Thomas, Jill
Thornton, Rodney Tucker,
Lori Yarbrough, Rhonda
York.
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CLASSIC STYLES — Shearling, the rich, soft fleece
of lamb, is a lifetime investment that will pay you back
with many winters of warmth and durability. These
classic coats, for both men and women, will not rainspot in inclement weather. IBoth by Sawyer of Napa.)

Mi'ir ray
Ledger & Times

Cerebral Palsy No Bar to Activity

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor
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When the temperature drops,
you can be sure you're going
to
use more kilowatthours to
keep
your house warm electrically.
.Even if you've set your
thermostat
at the recommended 68
degrees
and left it there, colder
weather
means your heating system
has
to work harder to
maintain that
temperature.

Electric heat represents the
biggest single bite of each
dollar
you pay for electricity. And
your
electric bill is based on the kilowatthours you've used.
So during a cold spell expect
to use more kilowalthours
to heat
your home. Then expect to
pay
more because
you've used more.
It's just a fact of life.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
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TIMES,Saturday , January 24, Iasi

_ Community Happenings
Saturdas, Jan. 24
Saturday, Jae. 24
Sunday, Jan. 25
Murray High School
Gretchen Hebb, speciai
Murray Squar-A-Naders are
Baseball Team will hold a carscheduled to dance from 8 to education clinical supervisor,
wash at Key Kars starting at 8
10:30 p.m. at the Woodmen of will present a faculty flute
a.m. Cost will be $3 for outside
the World Hall.
recital in the Farrell Recital
only and $5 for inside and outHall, Fine Arts Center, Murside.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
ray State University, at 3:30
Marion will meet at 8 p.m at
p.m.
Medical Explorer Post 803 the West Kentucky Livestock
Monday,Jan, 26
of the Murray-Calloway Coun- and Exposition Center.
Quarterly meeting of the
ty Hospital will have bake
Murray State Men Racers Blood River Baptist WMU will
sales in front of Corn-Austin's
play the Tennessee Tech be held at 10 a.m. at the Flint
and Behr's from 10 ant. to 3 will
team in a basketball game at Baptist Church.
p.m.
7:30 p.m. at Racer Arena,
Adult Great Books DiscusMurray.
The Alpha Department,
sion Group will meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Woman's Club, will
Sunday, Jan. 25
at the Calloway Public
meet at 12 noon at the club
Women of the Moose will Library.
house with Mrs. Donald Reed have a special Green Cap
to give the program.
Creative Arts Department
enrollment of candidates in
honor of Lil Cooper at 2:30 of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 930 a.m. at the
p.m.
Motoicyle race, sponsored
clubhouse.
Marcia Jane Winstead of
by the Benton Bushwackers,is
Community
scheduled at 8 p.m. at the Clay and Karen Lee Thackrey
Chorus,
directed by Dr. Irma Collins,
West Kentucky Livestock and of Carmi, Ill., will present a
will rehearse at 7:30 p.m. in
Exposition Center. Admission Junior piano recital m the
will be $3 for adults and $1.50 Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex, the meeting room of the
for children 12 years old and Murray State University, at 2 Calloway Public Library.
p.m.
under.
Front Porch
Swing,
women's barber shop group,
will rehearse at 7 p.m. at the
First Christian Church,

rm
Tipsy Mother Threatens
To Upset Wedding Plans
DEAR ABBY. I am planning to be married next month,
and what should be the happiest time in my life has turned
into one of my biggest problems. The reason is my motheror more specifically, her drinking. She has ruined every
affair she's attended.
Last year at my sister's wedding, Mother:
I. Propositioned the judge who performed the ceremony.
2. Started a screaming argument with my sister.
3. Punched me out.
4. Went on a crying jag.
5. Fell on the dance floor.
6. Got mad at the people who were trying to help her, and
locked herself in the coat closet.
Mother is a darling person when she's sober, but when she
drinks, she's impossible! Afterward, when we tell her how
she behaved, she doesn't believe us.
I'm planning my wedding halfheartedly, knowing my
mother will ruin it. I love my mother, Abby, and can't have a
wedding and not invite her. We are considering eloping, but
if we do, we will want a reception afterward to celebrate our
marriage, and if Mother comes, she will turn it into a
disaster.
What should we do'? We're not kids. I'm 42, the groom is 52
and Mother is 63.
SOMETHING BLUE
DEAR BLUE: Talk candidly to your mother. And
tell her that only if she agrees to refrain from
drinking on your wedding day will you have a
wedding. If she agrees, enlist the cooperation of a
few close friends and/or relatives to make sure she
either keeps her promise or lc removed. It's not fair
that you should have to elope or forgo a wedding
because your mother can't tolerate alcohol.
I recommend Al-Anon. It teaches friends and
families of alcoholics how to deal with the problem.
And if you really love your mother, you will view her
problem as an illness and do all you can to help her.
• ••
DEAR ABBY: I am an attractive 66-yearold widow. I've
dated a number of eligible men and have had many
proposals, but there is one I would really like to marry.
He is 72, hut looks much younger because he keeps in
shape and has a young and healthy outlook on life. He says
he "loves" me, but he will not propose marriage because he
had surgery 10 years ago that terminated his.sex life.
I told him it didn't matter to me because I never placed
very much importance on sex anyway, which is the truth.
He insists that I was only being "kind," and eventually I
would feel cheated. I swore to him on a stack of Bibles that I
meant what I said. How can I convince this wonderful man
that I want to marry him - regardless?
AUSTIN, TEXAS
DEAR AUSTIN: Get alhigher stack of Bibles.
•••
DEAR ABBY: My experience may help women who don't
know how to handle obscene phone calls. Many years-ago,
when I was an attractive young woman, my telephone rang,
and when I answered it, I heard a male voice speaking all
this filthy language. I had never heard such dirty talk in my
life! Then it occurred to me that the caller would get no thrill
out of talking to a deaf old lady, so that's what I pretended
to be.
I said in a very weak and shaky voice, "What did you
say?"
The man then repeated his obscene message - only
louder.
In the same croaking, shaky voice. I again said, "What
did you say? I can't hear you."
The caller started to shout his filthy spiel again when I
heard another male voice in the background say,"Hang up,
you fool!"
The fool hung up and never called back.
MARY W. IN ORANGE, TEXAS
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11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.

Includes
Taco. Rice & Beans

No
Take Outs'
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ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
If you rise in a depressed
mood, you'll feel better later
on, when you realize that you
are loved, appreciated, and
admired.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 20) d€111'
Don't let a few frowns get
you down. Talks with highercareer
about
ups
developments are most
favored. Use your initiative.
GEMINI
(May2I toJune 201
Don't mix business with
pleasure. Opt for a good time
with a loved one and you won't
regret it. Strengthen ties of affection.
CANCER
(
2
)
(June 21 to July 72) 031
A family member is moody.
but good news about domestic
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CUT OUT YOUR
PROBLEMS AND BRING
THEM TO US...

Looking for an extra
port-time job to
meet increased
living expenses?
Buying a new car and the dealer
says you can get more for your
old car if you sell it yourself
instead of trading it in?

Is your secretary
quitting and you're
looking for a
replacement?
,

Family all grown and
you'd move into on
apartment if you could
sell your house?

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Starting a new
business and
looking for
customers?
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Our Display
And Classified Departments
Are Problem Solvers
Stop In or Phone 753-1916
s.
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DEAR DR LAMB -- I have
year ago he had a vasectomy
habit When a person is
read that if you include a lot
His job is very demanding and engrossed with other things
of unsaturated fat in your diet
he works long hours, but be such as a demanding job he
that you need to take vitamin
enjoys it very much In our 10 may not take time to think
E to protect you from cancer
years of marriage we have about sex The prelude to sex
Is that true' My husband's
never made love frequently is really thinking about it The
doctor has him on a diet that
but lately it seems his interest brain is the major sex organ
restricts fat but I am instructGo on a vacation with your
is even less
ed to use corn oil or soybean
husband away from any famioil for cooking The doctor
DEAR READER - Fre- ly or job
responsibilities and
says that the polyunsaturated
quency of sex relations is a devote
some time to affection
fats in these foods are better highly variable thing Some
That could reawaken his
for his heart condition Now
couples are mismatched in
I'm worried that I might help this area but compatible in all interest. Some people need to
learn
to be affectionate A lithis heart and cause him to others - or most others
tle practice may do wonders
have cancer Should be be takIt is probably a matter of in time
ing vitamin E to help protect
him? If so, how much" What
foods can he eat that contain
vitamin E"
DEAR READER - Your
ACESTRA G CORN. JR
letter is an example of how
one incorrect bit of information leads to wholesale medical misinformation Vitamin
By IRA G. CORN JR.
E has been touted from time
NORTH
to time to cure everything UNITED Feature Syndicate
1-24-A
from arthritis to cancer with
•K J 2
"The
road
to
heart disease thrown in. It is
success is
•K 6 4 2
literally the "snake oil" of rough. You have to pave it
•10
those marketing health prod- yourself "--Arnold Glasow
•A K 7 6 4
ucts to the public.
WEST
EAST
It does have some uses in
•10 9 8 6 5
•A Q 7
humans. It may be helpful in
Jake Winkman, the ficV7
VQJ3
relieving leg cramps but any- tional bridge professional •A Q 9 8
•7 4 2
one with this complaint should created by Don Von Elsner, 4953
•Q 10 8 2
see a doctor for an examina- finds his success
SOUTH
on the high
tion before embarking on self seas.
•4 3
His adventures and a
treatment. Vitamin E is absoV A 10 9 8 5
lutely essential in many ani- generous sprinkling of inter•K J 6 5 3
mals but they have an entirely esting bridge hands are
different metabolic system included in a recently pubVulnerable Both Dealer
lished novel mite& "Bridge
from man.
South The bidding
Vitamin E has been Cruise" (Max
Hardy
claimed to be an anti-oxidant Publisher's, 4680 W. 141st
which helps stabilize polyun- St., Hawthorne, •
Calif. Saab West North East
saturated fats. That was 90250).
Pass
Pass
14
Pass
Today's example
disputed by Australian invesIV
Pass 311
Pass
tigators. In any case corn oil, outlines Winkman's execu4
Pass
Pass
Pass
cotton seed oil, wheat germ tion of the "en passant"
Opening lead Heart seven
and soybean oil are all high in play,
"If West leads a spade,
vitamin E. As you increase
the amount of these in the diet there is no play for the hand. mond ruff in dummy for
to substitute for saturated But the hand is not simple in eight tricks. He now ruffed
fats, you are also increasing any event. Winkman cap- a diamond with
dummy's
the amount of vitamin E in tured East's trump
jack heart king afid East was
the diet.
with his ace and concluded
powerless to shut out
The role of vitamin E is discussed in more detail in The that he might have trouble declarer's heart 10 on the
scoring
eVan
three plain suit lead of a black card from
Health Letter number 4-12,
dummy
Vitamin E: Miracle or Myth. winners.
-This
would
mean that he
Did Milkman plan on the
which I am sending you. Other
readers who want this issue would have to wrangle sev- en passant play from the
can send 75 cents with a long, en heart trieks. It would be start" "No," says the
stamped, self-addressed enve- easy if hearts were 2-2, but author. He merely prepared
lope for it to me, in care of if not, the hand could for it and he lists
the reathis newspaper, P.O. Box explode.
sons why
1551. Radio City Station, New
"Winkman
cashed
York, NY 10019.
Bid s.iiii Corn
Just to balance what you dummy's high clubs,
have read, it was recently dispatching a spade, ruffed
I 24-B
reported that Dr. Laurence M. a club in his hand and led a South holds
Corwin of Boston University low diamond. West saga•4 3
School of Medicine suggested ciously took his queen and
A 1098 5
that too much vitamin E can shifted to the spade 10.
•K J 6 5 3
spur the growth of certain East's
queen
taking
•J
tumors. For that reason he dummy's jack.
.
suggested that people should
"East could do nothing
North
Solna
limit their intake of vitamin E
1
1 11
to that found in a normal bal- better than return a club
1
NT
and
2•
Winkman ruffed. Next
anced diet.
3•
came Winkman's diamond
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
husband does not have much king, covered by West as
ANSWER: Pass Eleven
interest in sex We are won- dummy ruffed. A spade
tricks might be possible, but
dering if this could possibly be from dummy was ruffed
one
would need a lot of luck
a physical problem or a hor- and Winkman cashed his
mone imbalance. He is very diamond jack.
Send bridge questions to The Ares
reluctant to talk to a doctor
-This gave Winkman the
PO Box 12363. Dallas Texas 75225
about this.
with self-addressed stamped envelope
heart ace, three ruffs and a
for reply
He is in his early 30s and we diamond in his hand, he had
have a happy marriage A scored two clubs and a dia-
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Making sense of 'snake oil'
Lawrence E Lamb.M.D.

matters or property mterests
will raise everybody's spirits.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)
Talks with close ties lead to
better communication
between you. Short trips prove
fun! Be willing to change your
mind if proven wrong.
VIRGO
I Aug. 23 toSept. 22i
Avoid the temptation to
spend unwisely. Work projects
now lead to increased
revenue. Roll up your sleeves
and get to it.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Recreational activities and
romance, are favored over
home rotKine Enjoy athletics,
hobbies, and creative pursuits.

ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 )
If you'll overlook the bad
and savor the good, you'll
have a wonderful time with
close ties. Accept people as
they are.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20( dki-i7
New career prospects are
fortunate, but don't get
discouraged if the going gets
rough at times. Be willing to
work hard.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Though you'll have momentary doubts, the outlook is SCORPIO
eV•
good for romance. Don't be (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
afraid of commitments. Let
Use time alone constructively. Don't mope about
others know you.
the past. Make new plans for
CANCER
the future. Domestic interests
(June 21 to July 22)
A difficult family member are favorably accented.
loves you. Today you'll learn SAGITTARIUS
..jv
A Pap Smear Clinic will be to value this person. Real (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
A friend may put you in an
held at 1 p.m. at the Calloway estate matters look proawkward position, but open up
Health Center. For an appoint- fitable!
and talk about what's botherLEO
ment dill 753-3381.
(July 23to Aug. 221 "
ing you. Straight talk clears
a
Mental achievement is things up.
Youth Prayer Breakfast will
be held at 7:30 a.m. at the possible now! Refuse to let lit- CAPRICORN
Fellowship Hall of the First tle things get to you. Rise (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Overcome shyness and inabove limitations and sucBaptist Church.
hibitions. Have courage and
ceed. Creativity is high!
Recovery, Inc., will meet at VIRGO
you will succeed - right now.
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
%. Enjoy new career and finanAuctions may lead to fine cial opportunities.
North Seventh and Olive
.•••••
•,,
14
purchases. Your attitude AQUARIUS
Streets.
••••••••
towards money and posses- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Contact agents, publishers,
Baptist Men of Sinking Spr- sions changes-for the better.
and advisers now. An exing Baptist Church will meet Seek gain now.
change of ideas , proves
at the church at 6:15 p.m. logo LIBRA
helpful. A time to make travel
to the Evangelism meeting at (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
the Northside Baptist Church. • You're popular now. Your plans. Contact far-away
character and personality friends.
Mayfield.
gain new depths. You combine PISCES
District 17, Unit I, Licensed joy and seriousness in your ap- ( Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Practical Nurses Association, proach to life.
You're making plans in
private for a financial or
will meet at 7 p.m. in the SCORPIO
career move. Things look proprivate dining room of the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You profit from behind-the- mising. Confidential chats are
Murray-Calloway
County
scenes moves now. Your abili- now favored.
Hospital.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
ty to keep a confidence brings
you rewards. Business deals natural affinity for the
Tuesday, Jan. 27
business world, but you'll find
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority begin to jell.
greater fulfillment in some
will meet at 7 p.m. at the SAGITTARIUS
.0440. form
of public service. You
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Nov.22to Dec. 21
can commercialize your arDespite a few minor hassles
tistic talents and will have
with friends, your popularity
Singles Class of Seventh and
success in painting, writing,
Poplar Church of Christ will gains new heights and your music and acting. You'd make
meet at 7 p.m. at the church character now wins you the a good administrator, for you
respect of others.
building.
combine business know-how
CAPRICORN
with warmth and an
(Dec.
22toJan.19)
•
Patents Anonymous will
understanding of your fellow
Meetings
with
higher-ups
meet at 6:30 p.m. For informan. You're reform-minded
mation call 753-5995 or 435- are favored now. You're on and can make a contribution
the verge of a major success
to society's betterment. Your
4385.
or an important decision afinterest in world affairs often
fecting career interests.
attracts you to politics and
Alcoholics Anonymous will AQUARIUS
government service. Birmeet at 8 p.m. at the West (Jan. 2010 Feb. 18)
thdate of: Douglas MacArKentucky Livestock and ExHigher-minded pursuits are
U.S. general; Earths
position Center.
favored now. It is possible you thur,
Kitt, singer; and Paul
will receive honors. Travel
Newman,
actor.
Murray TOPS (take off and distant interests bring
pounds sensibly) Club will benefits. Enjoy life.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Center.
A willingness to accept
Dexter Senior Citizens will responsibility helps you to
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Dex- take advantage of a favorable
monetary development. Joint
ter Center.
affairs prosper!
YOU BORN TODAY have
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- the ability to commercialize
tivities by the Murray Senior your intellectual and artistic
Citizens with lunch at 12 noon. . gifts. You may have a special
affinity for creative writing,
but laziness and depression
Activities for the Hazel are two factors
that can work
Senior Citizens are scheduled against your success.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Cultivate your ambition and
Hazel Center with lunch at aim for the top and you should
11:45 a.m.
be able to rise above these
limiting tendencies. You're
Douglas Center will be open
something of a connoisseur
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- and would
make a good art
tivities by the Senior Citizens dealer. You can succeed
as
with lunch at 12 noon.
head of a business and you'd
make a good lawyer or finanBlood River Baptist
cial consultant. You're most
Ministers Fellowship will be at
home with mental pursuits.
at the Hardin Baptist Church Birthdate of:
Virginia Woolf,
at 10 a.m.
writer; Somerset Maugharn,
Eva Wall Mission Group of writer; and Robert Burns,
Memorial Baptist Church will poet.
FOR MONDAY,
meet at 2 p.m. with Verna Mae
JANUARY 26, 1981
Stubblefield.
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
TACO DINNER
9
JOS QUO.
'
Mexican Restaur

It

HEALTH

Fralbt,e1 Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
JANUARY 26, 1161
What kind of day will tomorrow be' To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
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By Abigail Van Buren
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And he said unto *eft, Take
heed, and beware of amanuenses:
for a man's lite consisteth not in
the
abundance of the things which he
poseesse th • Luke 12:15.
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The Tilt
Is Westward
Now it's official. The center of
gravity of the United States has
shifted decidedly to the South
and West in the last 10 years. By
giving forMal recognition to a
demographic trend that has
been obvious all along, the 1980
census opens the way for these
population shifts to have their
inevitable effect on the political
life of the country.
Although there are more than
30 legal challenges of the "final"
population figures for 1980 still
to be settled in court, an adjustment for possible undercounts
in some cities will not affect the
overall impact of the census.
Large numbers of Americans
have been on the move, and
when they move they take their
political power with them.
The census means gains and
losses in the congressional representation of 21 states. It will
have the same effect on the
strength of state delegations in
nominating conventions, and on
the votes of individual states in
the electoral college.
Florida is picking up four
seats in the House of Representatives. Texas three and California two. There will be one additional seat for Arizona, Colorado. Nevada. New Mexico, Oregon. Tennessee. Utah and
Washington. The big losers are
New York, Illinois, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.
While population does not affect the composition of the U.S.
Senate, the West is in the ascendancy there, too, thanks to
the new Republican majority.
Sen. Pete V. Domenici of New
Mexico is taking over the powerful Budget Committee. Sen.
James A. McClure of Idaho is
...trie.neW chairman of the Energy
'and Natural Resources Committite. Sen. Jake Garn of Utah now
heads the Banking. Housing and
Urban Affairs Committee.
And on Jan. 20 a former governor of California moves into
the White House. If Presidentelect Reagan is taking a West-

The most valuable
possession in
ihe whole world is having
Jo-sun
( Ansi AS your personal
saviour

Today In History

erner s outlook to Washington.
he will not be alone.
All of this makes it safe to
presume that in coming years
the South and West will have
less reason to feel isolated and
neglected in the federal process
of decision-making. By the same
token, the Midwest and the
Northeast, those traditional
seats of political power, will be
swinging less weight. The regional rivalries which have always been evident in American
politics will continue to be with
us, but with a redeployment of
forces.
A hint of the kind of controversy that may be looming can
be found in the report of the
President's Commission for a
National Agenda for the
Eighties. This non-partisan
group of national leaders concluded that a federal urban policy aimed at "saving" large cities beset with economic and social problems is trying to hold
back the tide. If large numbers
of people are trying to escape
from older cities to find new opportunities elsewhere, why
doesn't the government help
them out?
This doesn't mean buying airline tickets_ to the Sun Belt for
jobless Easterners, but 'it suggests a fresh slant on urban policy. Economist Charles E. Bishop of the University of Houston,
who headed the commission's
subcommittee on urban problems, says federal policy has
been "place-oriented rather
than people-oriented," and it
should start following the people.
He can expect an argument,
of course, from New York City
and others with population losses and an appetite for federal
aid to restore their health. But if
government is supposed to
serve the people, Mr. Bishop has
a valid point, and now that the
1980 census is officially on the
books, there is no doubt about
where the people are heading.

Greece Makes
Some Good News
Greece, which, in the absence
of adverse developments has
not been in the world's headlines
lately, has just made some good
news. On Jan. 1, the little Mediterranearkdemocracy joined the
European Economic Community (EEC), better known as the
Common Market.
Greece's entry, the first new
member in eight years, enlarges
the EEC membership to 10 nations and begins a second phase
of expansion that will take
place when Spain and Portugal
join up in 1983. In 1973, Britain,
Ireland and Denmark joined the
original six Common Market
countries — Belgium. the
Netherlands, Luxembourg.
France, Italy and West Germany
Greece's _President Constantine Karamanlis, who has spearheaded his country's application
for membership since 1975. believes the linkage to the democracies of Western Europe will
stabilize Greece's internal political situation and stimulate its
economy.
Exactly so. Thus, Greece. now
finds itself joining economically
with some of the more powerful
Western European allies with
whom it is allied militarily
through NATO. And Greek
membership expands what has
been primarily a regional Western Market membership into a
broader continental concept
that should enhance the EEC.
Greece has already learned
that joining the Common Market is not a casual association.
There are some stern steps to be
taken in order to integrate a

Even Fo, we note with pleasure that EEC Members are reported to be anticipating the
special spice that the Greeks
will surely bring to their club.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A shipment for the Hutson Chemical
Company of Murray came in by barge
and was unloaded at Eggner's Ferry.
This is the first time for a shipment to
be unloaded there, officials said.
Murray State University coeds who
have the consent of their parents will
have the privilegeof regulating their
own dormitory hours beginning with
the upcoming fall semester, according
to a decision made by the Board of
Regents.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Julian
IF'rankie I Hughes, 78, Mrs. Bessie V.
Taylor, 85, Mrs. Nell Rowland Outland,

Thoughts
In Season
and Mrs. H. M. Alice Workman,82.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wells Lassiter
will observe their golden wedding anniversary on Jan. 29. An open house is
planned on Jan. 31.
Teens Who Care will sponsor a party
at Outwood Hospital, Dawson Springs.
Officers- ate Chuck Hussung, Dean
Willis,Gail Lyons, and Karen Russell.
The Murray State University Racers
beat the Western Hilltoppers by the
score of 73 to 71 to move into a tie for
first in the Ohio Valley Basketball Conference. This gives both Murray and
Westen a tt to 1 conference record.

20'Years Ago
The first week of dark fired tobacco
sales indicate that the four floors on the
Murray Market handled 1,307,432
pounds for a total of $484,431.32. The
Murray floors sold 54.7 percent of the
tobacco for the week's average of
$40.95.
Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company presented pins to
Arthur.J. Buchanan for 15 years service
and to Jimmy D. Bell for five years service.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Gene Garland, a boy to Mr. and

Mrs. Frank Keel, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
R. J. MeDougal, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Don Van Herek, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Vickery.
Cub Scout Pack 145 will hold its
meeting on Jan. 26 at Carter School.
Awards will be presented by Cubmaster Dennis Taylor and Awards
Chairman Keys Keel.
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman is chairman
and Mrs. Foreman Graham is
secretary-treasurer of the new Ladies
Day Luncheon Club formed at the Murray Country Club.

30
:-Years Ago
Registration for the spring semester
at Murray State College will start Jan.
29, according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods.
president.
Deaths reported include J. W. Edwards,
Ray Brownfield, Calloway County
Chairman of the March of Dimes Polio'
Drive, announced that $440 had been
raised in a hog auction for the drive.
The Rev. Leslie Lee, pastor of the
West Murray Circuit of the Methodist
Church, speak at the meeting of Camp

592, Woodmen of the World.
The Calloway County Utopia Club
made plans for the year's program. at
the meeting held at the County Extension Office, according to Macon
Blankenship, president.
In high school basketball games,
Kirksey beat Melber and Long Oak beat
Murray High. High team scorers were
Johnson for Kirksey,Staley for Melber,
Herndon for Lone Oak, and Lash for
Murray High.

40 Years Ago

less-developed economy with
the advanced industrial economies of northern Europe. For
example, last year when Athens
tried to bring working hours in
Greek banks in line with those
of other banks in Europe, the
Federation of Bank Employees
staged a two-month strike that
paralyzed the economy. Now,
the Greeks are struggling with a
crash program to teach community law and economic issues related to the Common Market, to
simplify red tape, which has
baffled foreign businessmen and
investors for years. and to train
up to 650 official translators required to translate EEC documents and regulations concerning Greece.
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Knowing how tp spell privilege and
linen gave Mary Sue Rose, 12 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cary Rose of
Almo the Calloway County Spelling Bee
Championship. She succeeds Rieke
Clark of Faxon, last year's champion.
Rebecca Youngblood of Coldwater was
the runnerup.
Twelve more Calloway County men
left Jan. 20 for Louisville for a year's
military training under the present conscription program. They are Paul
Mathis, Albert H. Smotherman, Bur. nice Brown, Ernest Edmon Richerson,
Clarence Allen Martin, Frank Laird
Ryan, William Barkley CoI . J. R. Edwards, Raymond Earl Melton, Hubert
Ewin Witty, Amos Summer,and Elbert
Presley Dunn.
Deaths reported this week include
"Uncle Jeff" Davis Rushing, Melvin
Rasberry, Ike Daniel, 77, Mrs. Katie
Oliver Rose, and Bun Nix,83.
An average of $7.65 was reported for
the sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market this week.
Elected as officers of the Peoples

Savings Bank were T. H. Stokes, R. H.
Falwell, L. D. Outland, C. H. Jones, W.
G. Miller, Vera Rogers, Mrs. Grady
Miller, Mrs. Laurine Doran, Ila Gray
Linn, and Clara Nell Cunningham.
Members of the Board of directors in_ clude A. F. Doran, L. L. Veal, R. H.
Falwell, H. I,. Houston, C. H. Jones,
Fleetwood Crouch, E. A. Moore, Lynnwood Morris, J. A. Outland, L. D.
Outland, T. H. Stokes, and. H. T.
Waldrop.
Prof. L. C. Fowler, Otis Lovins,
Clark...G.hn..Jeffrey, and
Lloyd McKeel are new officers of Camp
592 of the Woodmen of the World.
The Rev. C. C. Thompson. pastor of
the First Christian Church, spoke on
"Give Me — Make Me" at the meeting
of the Murray Lions Club.
Harland K. Inglis is director of the
Murray High School Band.
Sugar is listed at 50 cents for a 10
pound cloth bag at Blalock's Grocery.
Showing at the Capitol is "You're A
Sweetheart" starring Alice Faye and
George Murphy.

50 Years Ago
Thomas Scott, 12 year son of Mr. and
Mrs. Burnett Scott of Almo, was the
winner of the 1931 Calloway County
Spelling Bee held on Jan. 18.
An average of $5.22 was reported for
the week's sale of dark fired tobacco on
the Murray Market this week.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bob
Caldwell, Mrs. Eva Grogan, and Mrs.
I.eslie Taylor Brown.
A letter from Dr. B. F. Berry. Murray
dentist, was read on the floor of the U.
S. Senate by Sen. Alben liarkley in an
address in support of the drouth relief
measures being considered by Congress. The letter was read in full by the
Senator.
Mrs, F. A. Taylor,81, has read the Bible through 91 times, according to a
feature story written by Roy 0.
Beaman
One and two room schools in
Calloway County closed their 1930-31
seseion on Jan. 17.

Exactly $150 in cash was given Sunday morning by members of the Men's
Bible Class of the Murray Methodist
Church,and a large quantity of clothing
was also donated by the men Sunday
afternoon for the benefit of the needy
people in the town and county.
Calloway County Agent C. 0. Dickey
and W. W. Magill, fruit specialist for
the University of Kentucky, will hold
two fruit meetings on Jan. 24.
Dr.'and Mrs. R. T. Wells were hosts
for a reception for the faculty of Murray State Teachers College at their
home, "Edgewood." following the
Farley Grainger piano concert held at
the MSTC auditorium.
"The Town Grouch says he's not
thinking about when but whether good
times will return," from the column,
"Just Jots" by Joe T. Lovett.
Beef steak is listed as selling for 15
cenLs per pound in the ad for Shroat
Bros. Meat Market this week.

BY KEN WOLF
An old French adage has it that "the
more things change, the more they remain the same." You may test the truth
of this by guessing which major
American political party put the following passage in its party platform:
We pledge ourselves to: stop the
folly of uncontrolled spending;
Balance the budget — not by increasing taxes but by cutting expenditures, drastically and immediately; revise the Federal
tax system and coordinate it with
State and local tax systems.
You're right! It was the Republican
Party . . . but these words are taken
from the party platform of 1936.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Jan. 24, the 24th
day of 1981. There are 341 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 24, 1978, a crippled Soviet
satellite with a nuclear reactor aboard
re-entered the Earth's atmosphere,
disintegrating in a remote area of northwestern Canada.
On this date:
In 1798, the Irish rebellion broke out.
In 1907, the first Boy Scout troops
were organized by Sir Robert BadenPowell in England.
In 1966, an Air India jetliner bound for
New York crashed into Europe's tallest
mountain, Mont Blanc in the Alps, and
all 117 aboard were killed.
In 1969, Spain's General Francisco
Franco declared a state of emergency
because of violent disorders.
Ten years ago: The shah of Iran said
oil-producing countries would consider
shutting off oil to the West if talks on
higher prices broke down.
Five years ago: The U.S. and Spain -a
signed a five-year treaty of friendship
and cooperation.
One year ago: The Soviet Union scoffed at President Carter's claims that the
Persian Gulf area was vital to
America's interests.
Today's birthday U.S. diplomat
Walter Stoessel is 61.
Thought for today: We shape our
buildings; thereafter they shape us. —
Sir Winston Churchill, British
statesman r 1874-1965
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CapitolIdeas
W ASHINGION AP) — Members of
Congress were greeting today's inauguration of Ronald Reagan with a
good deal of celebrating on their own.
Even congressional Democrats were
taking advantage of the opportunity.
In addition to more formal festivities,
dozens of small gatherings, parties and
"open house" receptions were planned
on Capitol Hill.
A generous Rep. Bud Shuster, R-Pa.,
invited all his central Pennsylvania
constitutents to the inauguration. "Our
TV receiver will be turned on, and in
full operation for all who wish to enjoy
it," Shuster said in a press release.
Not all congressional guests were invited to watch the swearing-in on the
tube: some even got tickets.
Each senator was given 28 guest
seats and 200 standing room tickets.
House members received 21 seats and
95 standing tickets.
While watching television, Shuster's
guests were invited to sip "Pennsylvania apple cider." litp.:Kika de la
Garza, D-Texas, the nevAchairman of
the House Agriculture Committee, invited South Texans to stop by his office
for chili and tamales."
And Sen. Bob Packwood, R:Ore., offered unspecified "refreshments" at an
open house in his office for the 300
Oregonians he said would be attending
the inauguration.
Rep. Don Young, R-Alaska, not only
was ready to greet long-traveling constituents but also planned an outdoor
reception of sorts for two dog-sled
teams that were to be in the inaugural

pai due.
An aide to Young said a necessary attachment would be provided for the
sleds in the event it didn't snow on Inauguration Day: wheels.
Meanwhile, a few members of DMgress were having a hard time deciding
what to do with all those souvenirs that
were heaped upon them, including
special inaugural license plates.
One well-known western GOP senator
said he got a telephone call to come to
the offices of the Presidential Inaugural
Committee. When he got there, he was
handed a free inaugural license plate.
Flashes went off as he was photographed holding the colorful plate.
No sooner did he get back to his
Senate office than the committee was
on the phone again. How many photos
did the senator want sent to newspapers
in his state,an aide was asked.
Figuring it was only a gambit to help
the committee sell leftover $25 souvenir
plates, the senator — who did not wish
to be identified — declined the offer and
tossed his freebie plate on a remote
desk in his office.
Dismantling the Department of
Energy had been a pet 1980 GOP campaign theme. But former South
Carolina Gov. James B. Edwards —
Reagan's choice to head the embattled
agency — was reluctant to repeat that
vow at his Senate confirmation hearing.
"Isn't it funny how things change
after an election?" asked an amused
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum,D-Ohio.
-Senator, it's much easier to throw a
hand grenade than catch one," Edwards replied.
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Washington Today
An Al'News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON 1API — In business
suit instead of formal dress, President
Reagan had given The Speech before,
from a hundred and more platforms, on
the pa`th to the White House.
But as a campaigner, he often had
suggested he would get quick results in
his efforts to prune government,
balance the budgeteslow inflation.
In his inaugural address, those
pledges were tempered a bit, perhaps
by the magnitude of the federal
bulwark before him. He said it will take
niore than days. weeks or months to
deal with the nation's economic ills. He
said progress will be measured in inches and feet, not miles, as he sets
about trying to curb the powers of the
federal government.
His first step as president was a step
in that direction, a freeze on federal hiring to replace Jimmy Carter's order
permitting government agencies to fill
one of every two vacancies.
But the new administration conceded
the impact of that order is not clear.
"The net reduction in federal civilian
employment as a result of the order
cannot be predicted with confidence at
this time," the White House said.
Reagan's order said there could be
exemptions to the hiring freeze "in rare
and unusual circumstances" for the
delivery of essential services.
Government officials -- even
Republican government officials tend to consider all their services essential, all their circumstances rare and

200 E. P

unusual.
That is one of the reasons change
comes slowly for even the most determined of administrators.
But Reagan vowed from the steps of
the Capitol that change there will be. 0."We must act today in order to
preserve tomorrow," he said. "And let
there be no misunderstanding — we are
going to act beginning today."
He came close to declaring the
economic emergency some of his advisers had suggested during the transition, calling the situation a crisis, an
"affliction of the greatest proportions."
His cures are tax reduction, the easing of federal regulations, a government that spends within its means.
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Munway Business News Wes
Haverstock, Mattis To Teach Dancaerobics

Dance Fitness Comes To Town
Dancaerubics, -a cardiovascular dance fitness program for today's woman,"
will come to Murray on Monday,Feb. 9.
A free demonstration given
by Linda Haverstock and
Cathy Mattis, instructors, will
--•-be held at 6:30 p.m. Monday,
Feb. 2 in the Woodmen of the
World Building, 3rd and Maple
Streets.
Each course is a progressive 10-week session
meeting twice a week. Participants are encouraged to
participate in at least one
other aerobics activity per
week as their fitness levels increase. When each 10-week
session is completed, another
session with new routines
begins.
The unfit, the fitness enthusiast and those in between
can participate together
because there is an individual
approach to the intensity of
the workout.
Although the exercises are
basically
choreographed

dance steps, the instructors
stress that perfect steps are
not important. They say the
constant movement is the
vital part of the approximately one-hour session. The main
emphasis is having fun while
moving.
The term aerobics originally was popularized by Dr.
Kenneth Cooper, who has
defined aerobics as "a variety
of exercises that stimulate
heart and lung activities."
The objective of an aerobic
exercise program is to increase the maximum amount
of oxygen that the body can
process within a given period
of time.
To become aerobically fit,
the heart rate must accelerate
and maintain a training level
for a certain period of time,
causing the'lungs to demand
more oxygen. Also, breathing
becomes more rapid.
When a woman is aerobically fit, her respiratory muscles
become stronger, she
breathes easier,she has better

blood circulation, her blood
pressure stabilizes or lowers,
her body is better able to use
oxygen and dispose of the
waste
products
of
metabolism, her muscular endurance increases, her heart
function improves, she has
more oxygen-rich blood circulating in her body, her
resting heart rate lowers and
her body weight stabilizes.
Haverstock and Mattis attended an instructors' clinic in
Keystone, Colo., in December.
The clinic was conducted by
Ann English, M.Ed., designer
and choreographer of Dancaerobics,Inc.
Haverstock, originally from
Ada, Ohio, holds bachelors
degrees in health and physical
education from Ohio Northern
University. She currently is
enrolled in the masters program at Murray State University.
Before moving to Murray,
Haverstock taught at Shawnee
High School, Lima, Ohio. She
also served on the recreation

Little Bear Has
Fun Every Family
Member Can Enjoy
"Fun for the whole family"
can be had at the Little Bear,
1310 Main St.
The establishment features
pool tables, pin ball machines,
electric games and "the best
bar-b-que in town," according
to Ronnie "Pops" Swain of the
Hungry Bear Pancake and
Bar-B-Que House Inc., owner
of Little Bear.
Swain said entire families
come into Little Bear for enjoyment. He added that
several parents leave their
children there for a few hours
because "they know I'll look
after them.
"We want the place so
anyone can come in and have
fun," Swain said.
The business opened five
weeks ago.

staff at Walt Disney World,
Orlando, Fla.
She and her husband, Gary
Haverstock, an attorney-atlaw, Live at 204 S. 6th St. with
their daughter, Kaylin, and
twin sons, Ryan and Sean.
Mattis, originally from Cincinnati, is a graduate 'of
McAuley, a girls private
school. Before moving to Murray, she worked in the legal
department of Procter and
Gamble for seven years.
A fitness enthusiast, she has
had eight years of formal
dance training and maintains
her fitness throughout the
year playing tennis.
Mattis is married to Marty
Mattis, a sales representative
for the Batesville Casket Co.
They reside at 1101 Berkshire
Court with their two sons,
Steve and Jeff.
Doug Gibson, Lexington
Enrollment in the classes is
limited. Anyone wishing fur- Realtor • , has been elected
ther information or wanting to the 1981 president of the 11,000pre-register may call member Kentucky AssociaHaverstock at 753-0763 or Mat- tion of Realtors. .
A Lexington Realtor- for 16
tis at 753-4775.
years, Gibson operates a full
service brokerage firm
specializing in residential and
commercial development and
sale of bluegrass farmland.
As the youngest person to
hold this office, Gibson is optimistic-about the future offering - increased opportunities
for real estate ownership.
Gibson cites the mission of
the Kentucky association as
one of protecting and expanding private property rights
and interprets innovative
government and private programs as increasing affordability and availability of
housing to the American
public.
Gibson was elected first vice
president of the Lexingtonbased association in 1980. Gib-

Effective Dec. 31, 1900, Ray
Brownfield and Mary Hopson
retired from the People's
Bank in Murray.
An employee at the bank
since Nov. 1, 1964, Brownfield
grew up near Buffalo. He is a
graduate of the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture in 1939.

Cathy Mattis and Linda Haverstock

Doug Gibson Elected
1981 President Of
State Realtors Group

mg, fishing, hunting, golf and
travel.
Brownfield married Geneva
Outland July 2, 1011. They
have two daughters, Mary Lee
and Linda.
Hopson began her banking
career in 1947 at Wayne State
Bank, Wayne, Mich., in the
FHA department.
She began work at the PeoBrownfield also was
rile's Bank Sept. 15, 1958, as a
employed by several other
teller. For the past 17 years.
banks during his career.
Hopson has worked in the
A veteran of the U.S. Army, south office.
Brownfield is a deacon and
Hopson is married to Gil
member of the First Baptist Hopson, member of the
Church, member of the Mur- Calloway County Fiscal Court.
ray Rotary Club, chairman of They are members of the
the Calloway County March of Poplar Springs Baptist ChurDimes and treasurer of the ch.
Calloway County Extension
Her hobbies include raising
Councihr
houseplants, knitting and
His hobbies include garden- working crossword puzzles.

Joe L. Kennon Selected
Strout Award Winner
Joe L. Kennon, branch
manager of the Murray
branch office of Strout Realty
has been notified by the company's executive offices, Springfield, Mo., that the select
president's award has been
conferred on him for the year
1980.
A representative of the executive offices presented Kennon with the award plaque, the
highest honor awarded by

LITTLE BEAR - Fun for the whole family can be enjoyed with a game of pool at the
Little Bear. The establishment also features pinball machines and electronic games.

Texaco Reports Drop In Fourth Quarter
By WILLIAM GLASGAIL
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (API-Texaco
the nation's third-largest

oil company, on Friday $6.48 and sales rose to $52.5
profits "declined significantreported a 6.3 percent earn- billion from $39.1 billion. The
ly" amid "a determined effort
ings drop in 1980's fourth- 1980 earnings figure excluded
by motorists and industry to
quarter, and No. 18 Ashland a $402.3 million gain on the
achieve fuel conservation."
Oil Inc. announced quarterly sale to Shell Oil Co. of an inTexaco said its profits were
profits nosedived 73.4 percent, terest in Belridge Oil Co.
affected by Saudi Arabia's $2as rising world oil prices and a
abarrel crude oil price in-Indiana Standard, best
sluggish US. economy put a known for its Amoco brand
crease, announced in middent in petroleum demand.
December.
name,said fourth-quarter earBut No. 6 Standard Oil Co. nings rose 9.1 percent to $402.2
Texaco said its return on
( Indiana I said it posted a 9.1 million from $368.7 million in shareholders' equity, a
percent earnings gain in the 1979. Per-share earnings gain- measure of profitability, rose
quarter. The .increase was ed to 81.38 from $1.23, and
to 19.7 percent last year from
about in line with those sales rose to $7.7 billion from
17.7 percent in 1979, while Inreported by several other $6.1 billion.
diana Standard said return on
large oil companies earlier in
In 1980, Indiana Standard equity climbed to 21.6 percent
the week but was well under earned $1.92 billion, up 27 per- from 19.4 percent.
the 70.1 percent fourth-quarter cent from 1979's $1.51 billion.
gain Indiana Standard an- Per-share earnings rose to
nounced in 1979.
$6.54 from $5.12, and sales adAmong companies reporting vanced to $27.8 billion from
profits:
$20.2 billion.
Rent
-Texaco's fourth-quarter
-Ashland's earnings in the
Bill Kopperud recently anAMERICAS HOST earnings fell to $500.3 million first fiscal quarter ended Dec.
from $534 million in 1979. Per- 30 dropped to $20.2 million nounced that Lindy Sinter has
dry dcancr For carpets.
share earnings dropped to from $75.9 million a year joined the staff of Kopperud
200 E. Main 753-8201
$1.86 from $1.97, but sales rose earlier. Per-share income fell Realty, 711 Main St., as a fullto $14.1 billion from $12 billion. to 55 cents from $2.44 as sales time sales associate.
Sinter, son of Geral Suiter
Texaco's 1980 earnings were rose to $2.07 billion from $2.03
up 27.4 percent to $2.2 billion
and Sue Allison, is a 1976
billion.
from $1.8 billion in 1979 as perAshland's chairman, Orrin ograduate of Murray High
share profits rose to $8.31 from
E. Atkins, said his company's School. He has completed
several real estate courses at
Murray State University.
A Murray native, Suiter
received his Kentucky Real
Estate Salesman's License in
1979. Prior to receiving his
license, he specialized in the
development and sales of
recreational properties in
Kentucky and Oklahoma.
In today's business climate Its not easy for a business to grow It has token deterMination drive
Suiter is married to the
and your total personal involvement to build your company to its present sire And you don t plan to
former Audrey Conley.,

Get more

out of your
carpets.

son served one term as vice
president and has been a
member of the board of directors for the past eight years.
He was president of the Lexington board in 1972, state
Realtor' of the year in 1973
and a member of the Kentucky Real Estate Research
and Advisory Center.

By FLOY I) NORRIS
American construction effort
AP Business Writer
in Iran, or of joint ventures
NEW YORK ( API - Trade between Iranian and United
with Iran is legal again for States companies, is probably
American companies, and over.
some deals are expected to be
The Reagan administration,
made soon. But an explosion after some hesitation, agreed
of buSiness is unlikely and a to approve the hostage deal
lot of U.S. businesses are more
' worked out in the final days-of
worried about old debts than the Carter administration:
new orders.
.
That included the lifting of the
Iran and the United States trade embargo on Iran.
were once majot trading partCommerce Department ofners, and the United States ac- ficials say they were besieged
tually ran a trade surplus with with calls from companies
Iran as the country imported wanting to know how to
major amounts of weapons,oil resume trade with Iran, and
field equipment and food while some companies got requests
selling oil to the U.S.
from Iran for the purchase of
Some of that trade is likely spare parts for equipment
to resume quickly, either already owned by the Iradirectly or through third coun- nians.
tries. But the day of the big
For many companies, the
question of new deals with
Iran is not even on the agenda.
They are worried about
claims stemming from past
deals, claims that the U.S.
government left hanging as it
moved.to free the hostages: •
There is anger among some
businesses over the hostage
deal, in which banks with
loans outstanding to Iran got
their loans repaid immediately, while businesses with
claims were left with uncertain prospects for repayment.

Strout Realty

We're Taking
Time To Save
Some Of Yours
Good news for today's
business owner
We can save you time, and maybe some
money, on your insurance. /Etna's unique
Business Owners Policy cuts the red tape out
of insurance buying.
In practically no time we can get all the facts
we need. One short application does it. And
we can give you a quote in minutes! You get
the Property and Liability. protection your business needs-in one simple policy.
You see, we don't waste your time. Or your
money. Call us.

Lindy Suiter Joins Staff
At Kopperud Realty

To Help Your Company Keep Growing,
You Need An Accountant
With Your Kind Of Drive.

stop now.
•
That is why I can be important to you. I shore your belief in personal relationships. Like you I value
new ideas and I recognize the need for hard loTh to aid the fast practical decisions that affect your
company's growth and your own finances
My counsel experience and expertise are
available to you in every area of business payroll,
sales and income taxes, financing arrangements.
cash management and budgeting pension and
probrshoring plans. and tax and financial planning
Certified Public Accountants perform the full range
of accounting services

CPA

More than a line, It's a profession

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public Accountant
201 S. 6th Street

753-8918
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Sandy Pogan
Attends Murray
Realtor Meeting
Sandy Pogan, director of the
member services for the Kentucky Association of Realtors,
was in Murray Wednesday.
Jan. 21, for a special meeting
of the Murray-Calloway County Realtor Board officers.
Pogan reiterated some of
the regulations and by-laws of
the state associatirtn. She also
answered questions concerning real estate.
An open discussion on many
facets of real estate followed
the meeting.
The meeting was held at
830 a.m. at the Roberts Realty office

Strout Realty. It goes annually
to an elite group chosen fron1
all personnel of the more than
650 Strout Offices Across
America. Outstanding
customer service and all
around excellence in listing
and sales are the primary
criteria for selection.
Kennon has been manager
of the Murray branch office
since 1979. The office is
located at 1912 Coldwater Rd.

Doug Gibson

Iranian Trade Legal
Again; Deals Expected

.11.111111•0•0011.....

ae. Mak

Brownfield, Hopson
Retire From People's

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think...

KING-LANDOLT
INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY

Ph. 753-8355

David King•Gene Landolt•Adele Kupchella
'

h, 4

end 'sure, Comp..,• The Stand•rd Fir Insucarce comp."
Ceerwev,at014.4k.re Conne.14,4
4 In./ Carat, fa Sam,Co
-won,al 1114r4-..

T he Auaanotme

4
1V-W
WWW
We at the
1Po,

Bank of Murray
offer our

1.indy Sinter
daughter of Dr. arid Mrs.
Harry Conley of Murray. The
Suiters reside at 1604
Calloway Ave.
Suiter said that he invites all
his friends to contract him at
Kopperud Realty fnr all their
real estate needs.
tioa
See or Coll

At

Ed West
Parker Ford

New or Used
Cars or Trucks
"You'll So
Dollars Aimed
Yew
pool Wino Id"
Office 753-5273
NOM* 3-3014

Congratulations
to

w

Cathy Mattis
Doug Gibson
*Linda Haverstock
Joe Kennon
Ronnie Swain
Mary Hopson
Lindy Suiter
Ray Brownfield
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Front Line Strength Helps Murray Down Lakers
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
With both teams still bogged
down by the flu and starting
slowly last night, Murray
found the extra strength from
its front line when it needed
the second and third shots as
the Tigers downed Calloway
County,6444, at Racer Arena
The rest of the contest had
been a standoff, with Laker
guard Dan Key matching his
unproved outside shooting
against the passing of Murray
guard Todd Bradshaw and the

offense of guard Howie Crit- Miller was mostly pleased
tenden
with the way his team had
With the score only 4-1 in crashed the boards as center
Murray's favor, it was not un- Robin Roberts and West and
til four minutes had elapsed in forward Stuart Alexander
the game that Bradshaw and combined for 23 of the team's
forward Juruny West started 32 rebounds Calloway finishthe Tigers rolling
ed with 24 rebounds.
In a span of about three
West and Alexander had
minutes, Bradshaw scored on
nine apiece while 10 of those 23
the fast break, took a charging
came on the offensive boards.
foul and then fed West inside
Cnttenden had five of the
while West took another pass
other nine Murray rebounds.
from guard Gary Suns to run
"Jimmy did a fine job for us
the score to 12-5.
But Murray coach Cary offensively and defensively,"
Miller said. "Robin also
played well for us in there.
"Todd did a fantastic job
passing the ball. He has been
working a lot on it."

.....
13 19 19-64
The Tigers needed the fouls and score eight of his 14
"I expect him ( Bradshaw) Murray
At several times, Bradshaw
Calloway Ca
703
M-64
balanced scoring they receiv- points.
had the Laker defense looking to pass the ball well every
Murray
-Ow271111m21144;Td
With Lovett's help, the in the other direction before he game," Miller said. -He nor- Bradshaw iii)
ed from four players in double
52-412; Howie Crietaden 5 6.
715, Floban Roberts34-710; Junrny West
figures to match the Lakers were able to trim the hit the open man.
mally does for us."
3-6 13, Stuart Alexander 20-14, David
Bradshaw finished the game
unstoppable Key, who finished margin to 39-36 with 1:21 left
Murray will take a 9-5 5McMillen
2564, Ronnie Pace 1 NO 2
with seven assists and added record against unbeaten Marthe game with 10 field goals, in the quarter.
Callaway
(Wanly i041- Dan Key 100
But Lovett joined center another notch to the growing shall County next Tuesday 020. K eith Lovett
all from the 15-10-20 foot
301114. Jeff Carryon
Marty McCuiston and forward leadership he is showing this night while Calloway will be 246*. Brad Miller 1 3-24; Bryan Tebrange,for 20 points.
butts
1
0-22,
Rldt)
Balaton 1 0.0 2, MarFor Murray, Crittenden Jeff Garrison to put the heart year by taking four charging back at Racer Arena tonight
ty McCuuton 1 0.1 2, Jeff Butterworth 0
finished as the leading scorer of the Laker front line in foiti fouls.
against Brookport, Tit
0-00
with 15 points, just ahead of trouble trying to stop Murray.
"I think the difference in the
West's 13, Bradshaw's 12 and
game was the rebounding,"
Roberts's 10.
Trying to slow the Murray Calloway coach Chic Nute
assault on the boards and on said. "They got the early lead
the inside scoring resulting and we never could cut it.
"We made some costly turfrom Bradshaw's pinpoint
passes, Calloway forward novers and it hurt us when
Keith Lovett took over for the Lovett, Garrison and McLakers in the third quarter to Cuiston got in foul trouble.
begin drawing the shooting They also hit the crucial free
throws, and we missed ours."
Despite the loss to-drop the
Lakers' record to 3-10, Nute
said that his team is capable
of playing much better.
"We have played worse than
this," he said, "but we have
definitely played better. Key
has been gaining confidence in
his shooting and is starting to
take over the leadership on the
team."
Miller was also encouraged
despite the sputtering that had
his team grabbing an early
nessee, leaves the wait for a lead of 16-7 before dropping
winning team not so far away. back to 20-18 and then at 33-24
Etut that is all part of the before it fell back to 39-36.
plans for next year, and for
"I think we can play betnow Deaton is just trying to ter," Miller said.-We are still
keep his patience and get the not showing the patience on ofmost out of a group that lost by fense I am looking for our
the narrow score of 67-64 at seniors to show.
Austin Peay and tipped
"But considering the cirMorehead in overtime,65-84.
cumstances tonight, I believe
"This has been a learning the team bounced back real
experience for me," Deaton well from its loss to Farmsaid about just entering the ington I.
OVC coaching ranks. "This is
Miller had to be pleased, at
my first trip to Murray State, least for this night, with the
and I did get to see Ron way Bradshaw found AlexGreene when I wai at Ten- ander, Crittenden and West
nessee.
WORKING HIS WAY THROUGH THE LANE - Murray guard Howie Crittenden (22)
breaking open on the offense
"Sleets I MSU guard La- and on the fast break.
drives past Calloway County guard Dan Key for two of his team-high 15 points.
mont has to be our prime concern. And I know what kind•of
hpaching job Greene does.
"We have played well at
Service Center Hours:
times. We opened well against
Sunday 12-6
Sale Ends
Indiana State, Auburn and
Mon.,Tues., Sat, 9-8
The Saving P/acew
Sat.
South Alabama but against
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9-9
Georgia Southern and Clinch
Valley we did not play well.
•'The folks at home are talking about next year. Our
recruiting is going well and we
have shown spots this season
of playing well."
Computer Balance Each Wheel 1.97
One of the sparkplugs for
Our Reg 32 88-A78x13
Tech will be their sixth man,6KEG,
F.E.T.
S1215
SALE
3 forward Jeff Harris who is
18 1.62
11711113 34.111$ 11.
third on the team in scoring
171.13 36.0$' 25.11 1.74
and second in rebounding.
C711.14
39.011 nig 1.92
"If he was four inches taller,
Plus F.E.T. 1.43 Each
170.14 41.011 30.68 2.09
he would be an All"Our Best" 4-ply Polyester
American," Deaton said
F711114 43.1111 32.** 2.19
Cord Blackwalls - `KM78'
without reservation. "He has
670.14 40.11 ,33,ge 2.34
•7 multi-siped tread ribs
the jumping ability and is 40
678215 46.00 34.1$ 2.42
•Whitewalls 2 88 more each
strong inside."
"500.12 and 600.15 blackadal °My
11711.14 47.11 34.3* 2.51
In the one of the few rewar147505 48.11 31.11 2.64
Mounting
included
ding moments in a year otherNo Trade-In Required
wise being handled as a
All Tires Plus FIT Each
rebuilding one, Harris, a 39
-11VIdedellOnly
percent free throw shooter put
aside his and the team's
SERVICES INCLUDE.
troubles at the line to sink both
I Install front disc brake pads and
ends of a one-and-one and send
linings on rear wheel?
Sole Price
the Morehead game into over2 Resurface drums and true rotors
SERVICES INCLUDE:
3 Inspect front calipers
time.
4 Rebuild rear wheel cylinders, If
I. Install new K mart
Now, does that sound
possible. replace, it necessary, at
6.96g.
points. rotor, cond•ns•r
additional parts cost per wheel
familiar, anybody^
end major brand plugs (In
111
,1 Shocks
cylinder
stock )
5 Repack inner and outer
SHOCK Installed
2. Set &wall oner adjust
beanngs
6 inspect master cylinder
corburiator idle
Deluxe
7 Replace front grease seals
3. Throw engine
heavy-duty
0 Rahn hydraulic system
4. Diagnostic •ngin• analysis
for
many
Adm.+,porn ono sonic. emcc rnoy [se
11-cyl $4 ,,,or.
cars and
naeckssi ona at eatna cod
Srooltorioo• system $4 tatto
light trucks

1E111

8AI
KW a
Maid
Ram
Alfa
CAI
Ruck i
Dame)
Fred I
doer.:
onoye
cache
Camel

as

Wow
*Tel
year a
UN
PEW
and 1
Benet
Ithl06
hedag
CIOUJ
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4-11 Tech To
Face Racers
In OVC Clash
By DAVID HIBEITLIS
Sports Edit&
As if Murray State has not
already had to keep figuring
out ways to stay on an even
keel mentally during its last
three Ohio Valley Conference
home games, it must face
another one of those sleeping
threats in this ever-tightening
conference.
When Tennessee Tech faces
the Racers at 7:30 p.m.
tonight, a first glance at the
Golden Eagles' record of 4-11
DOING WHAT HE CAN - Calloway County forward
overall and 1-5 in the OVC
Keith Lovett (45) snags a rebound against the stronger
might cause the 5,000 plus who
Murray front line. With Lovett in foul trouble most of the
have witnessed those games to
game, Murray won the battle of the boards, 32-24.
believe they can sit back more
comfortably in their seats for
this one.
After all, Tech has taken
such lickings as a 97-64 setback at Vanderbilt and a 15point loss at the hands of
Auburn.
NEW ORLEANS 1API - If charges that Rozelle was inAnd, to make matters
Jim Plunkett outpasses Ron volved in Super Bowl ticket
worse, it has been victimized
Jaworski and Mark van scalping schemes. The
by atrocious free throw
Eeghen outrushes Wilbert rhetoric does not sit well with
shooting (55 percent for the
Montgomery...
the commissioner.
season when it has had its
"It hurts me because I care
If Ted Hendricks out-tackles
chances, against teams like
Bill Bergey and Art Shell about my integrity," said
Mississippi and Akron, going
Rozelle, adding that the
outblocks Jerry Sisemore...
eight of 21 and 'six of 19.
remarks could lead to addiIf Cliff Branch outcatches
"I feel sorry for these
tional individual legal action
Harold Carmichael and Chris
guys," first year Tech coach
himself and Davis.
involving
Bahr
outkicks
Tony
Tom Deaton said about the
"In the past, I always conFranklin...
sidered Al like a charming - rugged start. "They want very
badly to win and are working
If all those things happen rogue," Rozelle continued.
hard to get there."
Sunday and Oakland "In this instance, in my
outscores Philadelphia in business judgment, he's gone
Deaton, who spent four
Super Bowl XV, then National to outlaw."
years at the University of TenFootball League CommisRozelle said he felt Davis' nessee as an assistant to Ray
sioner Pete Rozelle will pre- defiance of the NFL conMears and Don Devoe, two of
sent the winning trophy to Al stitution threatens the league the county's top coaches,
Davis, a man he considers "an wth anarchy.
along with Cliff Wettig during
outlaw."
'A league is very unique," the interim, is in a position to
Davis and the NFL are in the commissioner said. understand winning.
court battling over the "There's not one cent that the
his
make
And
to
Raiders' attempted move out Philadelphia
understanding a little bit more
Eagles or
of Oakland to Los Angeles. Oakland Raiders can make significant are the two
The war of words began as a without the others in the transfers he has waiting for
battle over the league's con- league. If we're going to have
their chance next year. Of
stitution but has escalated in people going to court, I feel we those two, 6-10 Kevin Nash,
recent weeks to include would have anarchy."
who had also been at Ten-

Many If's Riding On
Sunday's Super Bowl

4=21 fv-11Ir

UTO CENTER
21.88

55galev

Ex-MSU Hoop Great Burdette To
Enter Tennessee Hall Of Fame
Burdette played at Murray in Kansas City.
State three seasons, 1936-37-38,
During his three years at
under the late Coach Carlisle Murray, the team won 72
Cutchin.
games and lost nine, and parHe was the team's leading ticipated in seven tourscorer each of those seasons naments.
and earned All-SIAA
From 1938-40, Burdette
'Southern Intercollegiate played AAU basketball at
Athletic Association ) honors Oklahoma City while earning
in 1937 and 1938. In 1936, the a master's degree at
team won the SIAA champion- Oklahoma State University in
ship, was runnerup in 1937 and 1940 and serving as a graduate
1938 and finished third in the assistant on the staff of the
nation-wide NA1A tournament legendary Hank lba.
During World War
Burdette served four years in
the Air Force, attntning the
rank of major, before being
named basketball coach at the
University of Alabama in 1946.
In his six years of Alabama,
the Crimson Tide won 83
games and lost 57 and: was
lit.ensed For
seeded in five of the six
Commercial & Residential
Southeast Conference tourna me%ts in which it played.
In 1952, Burdette, a native of
Martin, began his 19-year
coaching stint at UTM,,rhere

Floyd Burdette, one of Murray State University's all-time
great basketball players and a
member of its Athletic Hall of
, Fame, is one of six Tennes. scans to be inducted into the
Tennessee Sports Hall of
Fame in Nashville Friday,
Feb 13.
Currently: a reared faculty
• member at the University of
Tennessee at Martin, where
he coached for 19 years and*
oinni led ri 203-2011rei oni,

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372

his teams won more games
than any coach in the school's
history. After retiring from
coaching in 1971,he taught for
eight years before retiring in
1979.
Burdette, 6-5 and still in excellent physical condition at 66
years of age, lists his most
proud accomplishments as a
coach was that out of all the
players he ever coached, only
two failed to earn degrees.
He also looks upon his years
at Murray State as among the
most
meaningful
and
memorable of his life.
-In those three years, we
won more games than any
team in Murray State
history.," he said, "and it was
Just a great achievement for
me personally to be the
leading seorer on such a good
team."
He and his wife, the former
Audrey June Smith, :have
three sons, James, 24, Ronnie,
23, and Joel, 20

513•88

Sale
Price
Disc Drum Brake Special
Applies to many U S cars ' 2and 3/4-ton trucks higher

(Ownership Duration) Warranty. war roni•wd
as Ions as you own your car
vor•

24.88
4-, & 6-cyl. Engine Tune-up
ALL PARTS ARE EXTRA For
many U S cars

SAVE ON OUR WINTER BATTERY SPECIAL!
SAVE $10

1 I. irn.t•d 3 Month fro.
Illeplocarrn•nt. (Amsted
4th 36th Month
Proroto Adiostrn•nt
Vaderonly
n......., tate...ad...a...a..

Our Reg 46 88

36.88

7-Day
Sale

K mart" 36-month Battery

Maintenance-free. Calcium-lead
constructed Sizes to fit many cars
and light trucks. Save now

Wlth
Exchange
Installed

FREE Char•in S stem Check

Adelikirwm% oc:::11 Ir----iltTHE SAVING PLACE

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.

Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky

7

n

ArIA1

Jim
fret
last
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
MIN

NFL
Playoffs

Transactions

Prep
Scores

NBA
Standings

, Sox May Face Losing Fisk After
Dealing Fred Lynn To California

Rasa HMI

/1, Todd
Men 55.
my West
I, David
602
ley 1031
larruon
/an Tel>
2, Marrimed)0

Wed (Ird Pryer
trig. Deell
Ammeter Crilenere
Order V Harm 7
Orkeree
Dallas 31, Cm AngerII
Derlowil
Sibrediu, Ara
Anaeler Carenwee
Sin Diego 711, Buffer 11
Carissee
Philadelpha 31 Mirror 16
Brdr, Jr.4
Americas Oideeenee
Order 14, Cleveland 12
Naomi Caranser
Dallas 30, Atria V
Carers= Climplmbits
gm*,ball
Arras Orlereme
Oakland 34, San Diego V
011ailThEre
Philadelphia 5 Dare 7
briley
brier Bawl MN
Al New Criers, La
Ordand v• Philadelphia

Corbel Ortireire
Parr Dadra
It I I If ga pb
Isiarders
31 16 11
148 70
Philadelphia
711 13 7 IS 1316 83
1rIN7
3117 t 178 172 53
s 7D 11 le 172 43
wasiwpos
1034
N Y Bangers
176 15 40
trydrie Divirm
a[air
3111 8 216 171
Vancouver
5 13 13 183 138
Chicago
20 22 6 171 191
16 73 6 139 191
Colorado
Edmaton
14 31 8 177 I%
Wirrapeg
5 13 10 151 275
War Carenenne
Na Orr'
Los Angers
31)1 7 52 175 63
Marina'
3196 5 202 L5 57
Hartford
14 5 10 179 25 38
Plthisryth
1534 7 172 3D 37
Dena
11 26 9 141 190 31
Arms MI6=
Minnenota
23 12 11 140 135 57
5 10 15 178 142 57
Buffalo
1616 8 179 163 48
Bolton
Torato
9631 8 184 2L5 40
11 31 12 180 104 34
Quebec
Fridiry's Cries
Corry 4, Hartford 2
New Y011t Rangere 7. &Manta) 1
Writes/ 2, Cidirado 7, tie
Sabmilay's Genes
Lot Angeles at Bodin
Colorado at Detroit
Buffalo a Washurin
Philadelphia at Montreal
Quebec at NY Islanders
Calgary at Pemba*
Hartford at Toronto
NY Rangers at Vancouver
Edmonton a ?Annetta
Cram at 31 fans
Suarry's Games
No games scheduled
riary's Gooses
Colorado at Baton
Lot Angeiea al Quebec
Carry at Atnnesola
Buffalo at NY Islanders
Detroit at Tounto

aibtedSKT

19- Si
16 - 54

AUKTICE11 LAMY
11140RE 014101.115 Announced
that Sweaty/ Stewart Aar Lm Sakala
itheicier, and Benny Ayala .at Gary
Rankle. ouibeklers, had agreed to arra,'calmer
CALIFORNIA ANGELS-Traded Joe
Ruck madder,mil Freak Tanana arab
Derry,-er la the Brion Had Sit kr
Fir lark ailliffr awl Skye frit 111D
char. 11.16 JIM
padim is•
onwyear arra Arigrad T
Dinebak
CHIChIS, to Sal Lake City of the Pad&
Coast League.
CLEVELAND IN116A7S-51gned Niguel
Derr, outiricier to • unieyear contract
9gned Alan Briber Welder, too two
year attract Miami Lague
CINCINNAll REIS-Signed Srn Me
Ian, tradder. Gary Redus, Torn Lawless
and Twit Foley infielders. rid Bruce
Berenyt pitcher Annanced that Ray
'wet, infielder, ard Dar or. pitcher,
had alneed to tains on ar-year arnica
COLLEGE
LOC1S1ANA STATE !Sinned Buddy No
offensive line LIALil

NHL
Standings

GETTING THE EASY ONE IN CLOSE - Murray forward
Jimmy West(41) was able to get open for shots like one
frequently in the Tigers' 64-54 win over Calloway County
last night.

nal"

.11.1.•
drib

'
t vet:
ay lir 44
atm 26
barnatoOt toot...43
thorium Academy 15. Gra/eland Ind

11
Cloverpurt 51, Poniard Charm 12
timberland Co 79, McCreary Cat 11
Hart O./ 76, Banitaien Beettehhern 51
Herm Co 51 teeth Bulitt 36
Metal Co 61. Green (5, 42
Maur SI Cinch 51
Sheldon Unit 71, Cow Notre Dame 52
InaireKe kerraral Tarry
Wralereria
(lark CO 42. Laurel Co 36
IOU Manual 16, 1.0l1 Baker 5
Policia Co 54, Wistern 61116 52
Warren Cer 61, Sacred Heart 58
Bays
Allen Co 56, &ram 51
Bardstown 61, Nelson Co 53
Barbourville 73, %wore 67 IOT
Belfry 79, Phelpi 55
Belksvue 74. Dayton 61
Beres 54, .Jactsurt Co 45
Bonne Co 51, Scott High 67
Boring Green 72, Barren Co 71
Boyd CO 66. Ashland 60
Breathitt Co 71, Lee Cu 57
Firecionnire too 68, W Hardin 62
Bremen 35, HuidirKirk 33
Burnside 54. Rural Co 48
Campbellsville 63, Cavema *Cawood 73. (Inaba kind Co 71 (Tr,
Clark Co 60, Masan Co 51
arm Clo 72 Gardiel ED
Cabin 71, Rockcastle Co M
Coo Catholic 55. Erlanger 53
Coy Mimes 84, Dtne Heights 68
Co.. Saul litrry V, Con Latin 48
Cianbeeland 81, McCrea', Cent 62
Danville 66, Casey Co 50
Derrung 19, West Anderson 15
Dike Coma 62, Barium 61
F. Hardin 91, Bight E. 56
Evangel 84, University Heights 51
Edmonson Co 03, Graysto Co 57
Fern (leek 63, Faudale 13
Fleming Nelln 42, Letcher Co 41
Frankfort 75, Owen Co 58
Franklin Co 55, Western alb 51
Gbigow 113, Tompkinsville 17
Hancock Co 66, Whites/vibe Tnn. 53
Harlan 65, Whitley Co 61 /MI
Harrison Co at Bath Co 62
Harrodsbirg 56, Montgomery Co 50
Hazard 66, Wolfe Co CD
Jeffersuntown 66, la Wa,c,gener 58
Jessamine ('o75, Garrard CoW
Ky Carry Day 74, Tnrnble Co .31
LEM. CO 0). Fort Knox 59
laurel Co 62 lineal Co 63
Len Cathobe 14, Mercer Co 39
Len Henry Clay 78, lex ladayette 65
Leo Tales Creek 80. Woodford Co 77

Eastern Co' Meraire
Arctic DIVISkel
W
I
pct. GB
plulaciequlea
43
9
827 Born
41
9
.820
1
New York
30 33
4% 12
Washingta
M 33
451 19/1
New Jeniry
11 313
339 M
Central Division
M iwa ukee
37 13
740
Ion Ballard 55, Shelby (0 48
Intana
29 22
569
8,
6
Lai Cent 75. Lou Male 52
Chrogo
24 V
471 13'6
too Fern Creek 53, Lou Fairdale 43
Cleveland
5 31
332 17/-6
Lou
Iroquois 52, Lou Manuel 40
Atlanta
19 31
393 D
Lott Moore 73. la St Xavier 50
Detroit
12 33
.235 25,
6
Lou Southern 60, lou DeSales 51
Western Crime:ire
Lou Thomas Jefferson 61, lou Seneca
Midwest Dhrbion
43
647
13 18
San Antonio
la Valley 64, la Butler 72
21 31
Kansas City
162
9
,
6
la Western 72. tent Durrett 58
5 33
Hesston
416 10,
6
LOU Westport M. Priam Ridge 59
21 33
Utah
412 12
Madison Cent 62, F-still Co 56
Denver
17 32
,347 15
Marshall Co 84, livarstan Cant 65
8 43
Dallas
157 5
Maysville 66, Pendleton Cary 60
Pacific Mita
McDowell 71, Milard 59
Phoenu
40 U
756 Metcalf Co 61, Green Co 4.1
Lai Angeles
.647
6
21 113
New Albany. Ind, 77, Lot Trusty 69
Gorr State
25 M
521 121
/
2
Newport 85, Campbell Co 66
25 M
Palland
490 14
Newport Gith 65, Highlands 64
27 M
San Diego
440, 16,
6
Ninth & 0 54, Bethlehem 41
Seattr
21 79
420 17,
6
N Batt W. Henry Co 64
Friday's GIMPS
N. Hantri 77. Llizetethtom 75
Boston 104. Indiana 103
Oldham Co 45. Eastern 5
Cleveland 106, Atlanta 98
Pachic-ah Tillidrnan 100, Cape Cent.
Wasting/ton 103. Seattle 91
Mo., 74
KNISAIS City 113, Houston 107
Paint-iodic/ Q. Rowan Co 60
Chicago 106. Dallas M
Pans 52, Bourbon Co 31
Golden State 103, Utah 101
Pikeville D. Johns Creek 72
Phoenix 131. Mtwaukee 172
Pineville 81, Lynch 63
los Angeles 110, Denver 105
Portland litre-ban 43. Cloverport 41
Portland 117, New York 90
Providence 66. Bishop fkiail 65
Sarrilay's Games
Pulaski Co 71. Monticello 56
Chicago at Atlanta
Red Bird 33, Oneida W
Dallas al Indiana
Rid-mond Model 59, Burgin 57
Cleveland at Detroit
Sart Co 73, Anderson Co 56
Utah at Houston
Silver Grove 75, Alexander Brassirt a
San Antonio at Denver
Somerset 59, Morgan ,Co 50
Milwaukee at San Diego
Todd Co 5, Christian Co 49
New York at Golden Slate Sunday's
Whedvinght 52. Elkhorn Oty 19
Games
Walton-Verret. 77, Beechwood 56
Seattle at Boston
Warren Can 73, Warren E. 69 /20T /
Phoenix at Ptiladeipha
Washuron Co 55, BulLtt Cat 53 /201
Watengton at New Jeries
W Carter 76, Nichola Co 65
San Antonio at Portland
Direlmode 52, I-Ahern City 49

Fast Talking, Walking
Lye Leader in Phoenix

JEMPECT VaILW

BIGGESTBILL
Since January is traditionally the
coldest month for this area, you may be
getting your highest electric bill of the
seasiTh within a few days.
The reason is simple. The lower
the temperature drops, the harder your
electric heating system has to work to
keep you comfortable.
Remember that adequate insulation and weatherization will reduce your
heating costs, as will keeping your
thermostat at 68 degrees.
Using electricity efficiently helps
keep your bill as low as possible, even
in the coldest weather.

9-V4
Murray Electric
System
401 Olive-753-5312'

PHOENIX, Ariz. ( AP) Mark Lye, 'a fast-walking,
fast-talking man with an excess of nervous energy-, admitted to being "kind of jumpy"
as he took a one-stroke lead into today's third round of the
$300,000 Phoenix Open Golf
Tournament.
"There's a lot of golf left,"
Lye said after establishng the
36-hole lead Friday with a 132
total, 10 shots under par on the
6,726-yard Phoenix Country
Club course.
"I'm just trying to keep my
composure," he said. "I've
started like this the last couple
of weeks, getting off pretty
good. But I've been shooting
some high numbers on Sunday.
"I just hope I can finish a little better. I hope to settle
down. It's so early in the
season and I'm still a little
iumPy."
Lye, seeking his first
American victory in his fifth
year of PGA Tour activity,
birdied two of his last three
holes for a 6-under-par 65 in
mild,cloudy weather Friday.
The closing burst lifted him
past Canadian Jim Nelford
and Australian veteran David
Graham,- tied for second a
single stroke back at 133.
Both had to overcome some
minor difficulties.
"I made a couple of
mistakes," said Graham, who
hit one shot into the water but
more than made up for it by
one-putting 10 times.
"I hit a lot of poor shots today, but luckily it didn't hurt
me," said Nelford, who got
away without a bogey despite
hitting three snap-hooks with
a fairway wood.

Graham had a second-round
68, Nelford 67.
Larry Nelson was another
stroke back at 134 after a 69.
The group at 136 included
Jerry Pate, Barney Thompson, Mike Reid, Scott Simpson
and George Cadle. Thompson
and Reid had 66's, Pate a 68
and Simpson and Cadle 69's.
Bruce Lietzke, a winner last
week in the Bob Hope Desert
Classic, closed to 137 with a 68.
Arnold Palmer shot 72-141 and
qualified for the final ‘
tts-o
rounds Saturday and Sunday.
Lye, who once won an
Australian tournament and
qualified for the prestigious
World Series of Golf before
gaining his playing rights on
the American circuit, has
started well in each of his last
two events, at Tucson and the
Hope. But he has dropped well
back with closing rounds of 73
and 75.
"I'm really kind of surprised to be playing this well this
early in the year," Lye said
"I never have been a fast
starter and I've never played
very well in Phoenix.
"But I've been working on
my swing. A friend of mine
who has just come on the tour.
Don Levin, has helped me a
lot, got me to slow down my
swing.
"I just hope I can settle
down and put on a decent
finish."
Lye didn't make a bogey in
his second round and made the
turn 3-under par after holing a
couple of birdie putts in the Alto 40-foot range. He dropped a
15-footer to go four under for
the day and then birdied two of
his last three holes, each with
a 4-5 footer, to sweep into sole
control of the top spot.

By DAVE O'HARA
his native area ul southern
AP Sports Writer
California.
BOSTON
API - The
However, the Red Sox
Boston Red Sox, defying ma- deliberately mailed contracts
jor league baseball's free two days after the Dec. 20
agency market with General
deadline to Lynn and Fisk. If
Manager Hay-wood Sullivan's the club had met the deadline,
cryptic "rent-a-player-for-aboth players could have gone
year" attitude, were ready to
to arbitration for whopping
take the risk of losing catcher
salary boosts while playing a
Carlton Fisk today after final season in Boston.
trading all-star center fielder
Lynn and Fisk, both
Fred Lynn to the California
represented by agent Jerry'
Angels.
Kapstein,filed for free agency
Sullivan, with complete
because of the missed conbacking from co-owners Bud- tract deadline through Marvin
dy LeRoux and Jean Ye wkey, Miller of the Players Associashocked the baseball world
tion, However, Sullivan beat
Friday by dealing Lynn, a 28- that with Lynn's deal to
yearold superstar, and
California.
veteran right-hander Steve
After that, Sullivan went inRenko to the Angels.
to an arbitration hearing over
Faced with the possibility of Fisk. The matter, to be decidlosing Lynn, along with Fisk, ed by arbitrator Raymond
the Red Sox went into action
Goetz, was adjourned after
as arbitration hearings open- three hours until today.
ed in New York in the players'
Lynn received a reported
action to become free agents $275,800 from the Red Sox in
rather than play out an option
1980, which he finished on the
year this season on contracts
bench with a broken foot. Fisk
signed in 1976.
was paid a reported $225,000.
With Lynn's approval, he
Sullivan declared while
and Renko were traded to the
trade talks were stymied a
Angels for veteran southpaw
few weeks ago that baseball
Frank Tanana, outfielder Joe
had reached a stage "where
Ruch and right-handed pitcher' you rent a player for a year."
Jim Dorsey. Lynn reportedly
That's what he's doing in
agreed to a four-year con- getting Tanana and Ruth, who
tract, making him an instant
have only one year left on
millionaire.
their contracts. However, in
Lynn, who led the Red Sox to trading Lynn, he's at least getthe pennant as the American
ting something in return, even
League's Most Valuable
if only for one season.
Player and Rookie of the Year
"I've got a contract in front
in 1975, wiped out a trade to
of me with his name on it and
the Los Angeles Dodgers a few
that oi American League
weeks ago, refusing to sign
President Lee MacPhail,"
beyond the 1981 season. The
California Vice President E.J.
Red Sox then entered trade -Buzzie" Bavasi said. "He's
talks with the New York
ours free and clear...except
Yankees.
,
now we have to pay him."
In November, the Red Sox
Sullivan went into hiding in
settled one headache by
New York because of conshortstop
trading
Rick tinued negotiations in the Fisk
Burleson and third baseman
matter. However, his coButch Hobson to the Angels owner, LeRoux,said in Boston
for third baseman Carney
that only Fisk, not Lynn, had
Lansford, outfielder Rick
sought free agency because of
Miller and relief pitcher Mark
the late contract mailing. The
Clear. Burleson, Like Lynn and
Red Sox contend a covenant in
Fisk entering a supposed op- the contracts signed in 1976
tion year, elected to return to bind the players for an option

throwing 100 percent better
We know he doesn't have the
zip he once had. However, he
knows how to move the ball
around and has control And
the No, 1 factor is that all his
life he has been a winner."
Lynn is a proven hitter, one
of the best in baseball, and can
play centerfield with the best
in the business. Tanana got off
to a shaky start last year with
a 2-6 record and a 7.93 earned
run average. However, after
June 10 he was 9-6 with a 3.38
ERA.

Ir

DRIVING PAST THE TIGERS' FRONT LINE - Calloway
County backup center Bryan Tebbetts (51) goes past
Murray center Robin Roberts (54) for a determined two
points.
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SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza

759-1192

Murray

Uncle Lee Super Saver Special

All

Clothing
OFF

Come By & See Our
Newly Remodeled Store
New Store Hours:
Monday-Thursday 9-7
Friday-Saturday 9-9
Sunday 1-6
Hours Go Into Me Mon. Jan. 26th
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year in 1981. The Players
Association claims a new
agreement with club owners
supercedes the covenant.
"Considering the circumstances, I think it's a
helluva trade," said Manager
Ralph Houk, lured out of
retirement by the Red Sox to
replace fired Don Zimmer last
October. "After all, there was
a a chance we wouldn't have
got anything for Lynn
"I really feel much better
about our starting pitching.
Everyone tells me Tanana is

-

Prices
Good
Thru
Jan.
30
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Jeeps Are Not Sports Cars
l'he television has gone and
The little Jeep is built to
dune it. They have declared tackle some of the roughest
the little jeep as the most un- terrain in the world, and in the
safe vehicle on American last forty years it just about
highways! They put a dummy has.It was made to go offroad.
in it and managed to turn it And it was made with little
over making some sharp turns thought of compromise in that
on the highway. And they said respect. It has no peers ofsome things that probably froad and only two serious
needed saying.
contenders, both changed in
As a fourwheeler who has the past twenty years. It will
personally had two of these give back change on the dollar
- *critters''upside down during when the going really gets
the past twenty years and rugged. With a properly
known the privilege of a designed and installed roll
broken back as one bar, it is the safest vehicle we
memorable compensation, we have ever driven in the real
are well aware of the problem. boondocks, provided it is
The jeep is not a sports car. It handled with a pinch of
was never meant to be. It can horsesense
be a dangerous vehicle when
When you take a small, light
improperly used.
vehicle with a high center of
It goes back to the same gravity, lots of ground
reason why they don't run clearance, a narrow tread,
mountain goats in the Ken- and a very short wheelbase
tucky Derby. A mountain goat you can go just about
can run as fast as a anywhere in reason. Provided
thoroughbred for some you go slowly. There are two
distance, but they don't no no's for this type of rig it
always run the right direc- seems to us. High speeds and
tion! They weren't .made that pulling trailers. Believe it and
way. They go up, down. drive accordingly - and don't
sideways, all around, under, risk your life riding with soover, sometimes where least meone who is unconvinced.
expected. They can go just
About the highway. It is only
about anywhere they want to. in recent years that the jeep
But you won't find many of has become the poor man's
thenlin the Kentucky Derby.
substitute for a Corvette. This

Lady Fishermen,
Prepare To Cast:
On Monday, Jan. 2b, 1981 at
7 p.m., an organizational
meeting-- of the KentuckyBarkley Bass'n Gals will be
held.
For more than a decade,
men's professional fishing
organizations have had a
"oneupsmanship" on the nation's female anglers. No
more. Now it's the ladies'
turn!
A local chapter of the national Bass'n Gal Association
is now being organized, and all
local ladies who fish, or would
like to learn to fish, are invited
td attend.
Bass'n Gal is a service
'organization for its membership and makes available to
its members an organization

which allows them to unite to
pursue worthwhile goals in
promoting bass fishing to its
rightful
place
among
recognized sports.
Members will receive
helpful information through
the national office, the
quarterly Bass'n Gal publication, and
encourages
member's concern for the
preservation of our natural
resources.
All you gals out there who
like to fish, or would like to
learn to fish, are cordially invited to attend this organizational meeting. The meeting
will be held at Triangle Inn.
For additional information
contact local Bass'n Gal
Jeanette Storey at 753-5684, or
Brenda Gilbert at 753-9729.

(
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
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Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
( 502 ) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

Rt. 1 Hardin

is something it was never
meant to be. The two are at opposite ends of the spectrum design wise and purpose wise.
Both are no compromise
vehicles - each highly fitted to
the job it was meant to do. The
jeep is small, quick, and very
strong in some of the later
models but it was never
designed to be pushed beyond
the speed limit or subjected to
high speed maneuvers on the
highway. The owners manual
is specific about this. The jeep
is fundamentally a true off
road machine, and makes no
bones about it its highway
manners are not its strong
suit, nor were they meant to
be.
Jeeps hays not compromised. The use to which people
put them has. And this is
where the problem lies.
As usual, some weird logic
is involved. It is not unfamiliar. You will find the
same reasoning in the gun
controversy. Some would have
us believe that guns actually
commit murder. Gun's don't.
People do. Hammers hurt
thumbs when improperly used. So? Get rid of all hammers? Uncle Sam is right in
there,,now apparently in the
process of insisting on mating
a mountain goat to a race
horse - and what that offspring
will be we won't name in the
newspaper.
We were highly pleased by

the observation offered by the
new Secretary of Agriculture
the other day in which he commented that hogs had enough
sense to select their own diet.
It seemed that maybe people
should have at least that much
sense. We agree. In fact, we
think people have the right to
be dumb.
That does not mean that we
think people should not be
aware of the fact that little
jeeps can be dangerous if
driven improperly. We encourage this wholeheartedly.
Yet we would still contend
there is sufficient worth in the
design of the vehicle to justify
its existence. And we would
hope sincerely that those of us
who do drive it on the
highways use some good
judgement.
It is stupidity to try to drive
across an ice covered bridge
at fifty five miles an hour with
a vehicle as skittish as a jeep
on a morning in February.
That is the act of a fool: We
were the fool and we don't
blame the jeep for what happened. It was not the first
dumb thing we ever did, and it
certainly wasn't the last.
Since that time we have never
owned a jeep without a
rollbar. The moral of this
story I suppose is that dummies don't make good jeep
drivers!
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.

Jorgy Mee*is

Fishing line
VISMINSIMMOMMINEMEMBIONP_FAM
Should you think like a fish? light stimulus. The 'tweenMany times, anglers are ad- brain also acts as a reception
vised to think as a fish would and processing center for the
in order to improve angling endoctrine system and many
success. The advice is ques- other stimuli which affect
tionable since fish aren't physical growth and body
renowned thinkers. But they functions
Third is the midbrain. It
do have brains and use them
contains a pair of optic lobes
quite well.
Instead of trying to think and is primarily responsible
like a fish, fisheries biologists for coordinating sight. Most
suggest you be aware of fish fish see extremely well at
short ranges.
intellect and how it governs
. They see shape, size and
the creature's behavior.
movements, and they
A fish brain is divided into recognize the difference
four parts, each responsible between many colors.
for a major body sense plus a
The last part of the brain is
number of additional func- properly named the hindtions. The fcrward-most sec- brain. It controls the fish's
tion, appropriately called the equilibrium, general body
forebrain is the reception functions and orientation.
center for a fish's sense of Signals from here activate
smell. In catfish, which rely muscles and direct swimming
heavily upon smell as a means action and other movements.
of obtaining food, you will find
While a lot is known about
the forebrain larger and more the physical characteristics of
complete than other fish.
a fish's brain, no one has yet
Next in the makeup of a been able to determine how infish's gray matter is the telligent a fish can be. They do
tweenbrain. Part of this is the respond to conditioning and
pineal gland which is believed they certainly- have some
by biologists to be astociated memory.
with the fish's sensitivity to
Happy Fishing!

They don't call him "Crook"
for nothing. Wallace Boyd's
prized squirrel dog has a bobbed tail with a distinctive twist
two inches back from where
hair and bone meet air.
But that's not all Crook's
got. He also has a Tennessee
mountain education, and his
owner Wallace Boyd thinks
he's the best road dog for
squirrels in this part of the
country.
Boyd runs a tackle store in
Lake City, Kentucky. But in
the winter, when business is
slow, he's the grand marshall
of the almost-daily Squirrel
Patrol into Land Between the
Lakes. In the mornings, and
sometimes in the afternoons,
small groups of hunters
gather at Boyd's business and
then drive into the TVA
recreation area. They choose
a likely stretch of isolated
road running through the
woods, turn out old Crook, and
the squirrel-harvesting procession begins.
"A road dog is a special
breed of squirrel dogs trained
to hunt from the road. It's just
that simple," Wallace Boyd
explained. "The dog is trained
to trot along in front of the
truck - we go about five miles
an hour. He can smell squirrels up in the trees along the
road. He can pick up scent like
a bird dog winding a quail, and
when he smells one, he'll run
off the road and tree. We'll
stop the truck, load our guns
and go shoot the squirrel.
Then Crook comes back to the
road and we all go on our
way."
Boyd heard about road hunting for squirrels two years
ago, and it didn't take him
long to wrangle an invitation
to see the dogs in action. "This
type hunting is done mostly in
the mountains around
Jamestown, Tennessee," he
said. "When I saw how it
worked, I knew that a road
dog would be just the thing for
hunting at Land Between the
Lakes."
Boyd said Crook is a
member of a newly-registered
breed of squirrel dogs. "He's a
purebred mountain cur. The
breed is characterized by its
white markings and four white
stocking feet."
Boyd also has two other
squirrel dogs, Trixie, half fiest
and half mountain cur, and
Lady, half springer spaniel
and half mountain cur. Trixie
is road-trained and joins
Crook on his jaunts down
LBL's back roads. Lady, on
the other hand, is a walking
dog, a pure stroll-through-thewoods-and-tree-squirrels
specialist.
"Hunting's been real good
the last couple of weeks,"
Wallace Boyd said. "But then
it slowed up three days ago. I
think it's too cold. The squirrels aren't moving until right
before dark. This afternoon
we'll walk hunt for a while and
then get on the roads around
4:30."

Other members of this afternoon's Squirrel Patrol were
Hay Calhoun, Ron Devine and
Greg Bone, all of Lake City.
Calhoun and Bone were the
shotgun men, while Boyd and
Devine carried rifles. "The
men with the shotguns get the
running squirrels, and the
ones with rifles shoot those
high squirrels that hide up in
the tops of the trees."
It was a cold day indeed!
Patches of snow still lay scattered over the leaves in an
isolated 1.BL hollow. A northwesterly breeze stirred the
branches and blew chill under
my cuffs and collar.
"Crook won't know what to
do," Wallace Boyd said, referring to our plan to walk hunt.
"I usually don't hunt him
unless we're on the road." And
true to his training, for the
first 15 minutes the mountain
cur ran the trail in front of us
while Trixie and Lady disappeared down into the woods.
As we walked I asked Boyd
what makes one squirrel dog
better than the next: "A good
nose is important. And of
course there's experience and
squirrel sense. And a road dog
has to mind you. If he trees in
a den and you tell him to leave
the tree, he's got to come on
back to the road instead of
running over the next hill."
Boyd's prediction of a slow
hunt seemed to be coming
true. Squirrels weren't stirring, and the first 45 minutes
produced only one session of
barking up a den tree. That
and a short but lively deer
chase. Deer sign was plentiful,
and Crook jumped a buck
which bounded over the ridge.
"Crook, come here to me!
Leave that deer alone," Boyd
bellowed, and the dog obeyed.
"There's not hardly a hound
around that won't chase a
deer," he said.
We'd talked about good hunting. I asked Boyd to describe
what a good hunt was like.
"We'd stay on the road, and
maybe three or four of us
would get a limit (6 squirrels
each) in an hour or two. We've
killed 24 squirrels before by
road hunting only six or seven
rinks."
In the next two hours we
shot five grey squirrels, all but
one at the direction of Trixie
and Lady. The shadows were
growing long and the air even
colder, and Boyd decided it
was time to direct Crook down
the road.
"We have to keep the guns
unloaded in the truck. That's
the safe thing to do, and it's
also the law," Boyd declared.
The guns were stowed, Ron
Devine, Boyd and I climbed
into his 4x4 pickup, and Boyd
called to Crook. The dog
started trotting down the
pavement, seemingly
oblivious to our presence as he
searched from one side of the
road to the other.
Suddenly he scented a squirrel, and he bounded across the
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Crook, Wallets Ihyd's prized squirrel d.g, h trained
to hunt from the road. Boyd uses the oneenteie cur end
two other woixed-bresul slogs to heist Ns the LOMA Between
Hi. Lakes.
(Photo by 111•011.Boorno)
ditch. Boyd pulled over, and'
Devine rolled down the truck's
window. "Row! Row! Row!"
we heard.
"Crook's got him," Devine
judged, and he bailed out of
the truck with his rifle. Up the
hill, through the scrub oak,
closer to Crook's almost continuous baying! Then there
was the dog, head aloft and
telling all the world there was
a squirrel in the red oak branches over his head.
Suddenly the squirrel broke
for the ground, and a chase

was on! The squirrel zigged,
Crook zagged and Devine
tried to line the sprinting
target up in his scope. But in a
few quick seconds, the squirrel got to its den tree and
disappeared through a hole in
a knot.
Crook ran to the tree, barked a couple of times and then
looked back in understanding
of what had happened. "Come
on, Crook. Let's go find
another one," Devine said,
and we all started back for the
road.
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laboratory at Auburn University, but "they couldn't find
anything," said state biologist
Benjamin Kinman.
"Everything pomted to a
disease, bacterial infection of
Biologists took samples
virus," Kinman said. -But
from the lake Dec. 19 and 30
nothing was found and there
after dead fish were found
weren't enough parasites to
floating on the lake's surface.
warrant their death."
They also found the living fish
Pollutants were not thought
were sluggish.
to be a factor since no other
Samples of the dead fish' fish were affected, Kinman
were sent to a diagnostic said.
BURGIN, Ky. ( AP) —State
Fish and Wildlife officials say
they are trying to determine
what killed some white bass in
Lake Herrington.
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Darnell Marine Sales
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Quality Workmanship and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
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Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Are Back On TV
coiiie from a white tie Ness
Year's Eve party, you almost
expect him to say,"for speedy
relief of sour stomach, acid indigestion, morning after
headache,fever and muscular
aches that accompany a common cold try Dr. Jekyll's buffered mescaline. Independent
surveys among doctors show
that..."
Oh yes, this is a mod period
piece. Jekyll is into mescaline,
well ahead of his Victorian
contemporaries, and Hyde in
his transformation to trendy
evil comes across as Hurnbert
Humbert with a score by Noel
Coward.
planned to stay open around
The schizoid villain's first
the clock until the entourage dastardly deed, after quaffing
departs Tuesday.
good Dr. Jekyll's personalityThe special guests — the altering potion, is the murder
freed Americans flying in of a street walking Lolita. He
from West Germany and then sedeces the upstairs
many of their relatives flying maid with a glass of Madeira,
in from Washington — were my dear.
expected to arrive at Stewart
The maid, in Gerald
Airport, where they were to Savory's script, which is
board buses for a 49-minute -from the original story" (far
ride to West Point.
from it), is -no better than she
Outside the academy's should be." Can't say the
south gate, in the village of same for the script.
Highland Falls, villagers tackIn truth, Stevenson didn't
ed hundreds of yellow ribbons give the TV adapters much to
on trees, storefronts, porches, work with in the way of
car antennae, door handles dialogue or specific horrific
and balconies.
crimes. He wrote the original
Mayor Ben Eazzetta said 91-page story, "The Strange
fire engines would blast their Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
sirens and three churches Hyde," after awaking from a
would ring their bells 444 nightmare in Bournemouth, a
times when the former bilious British seaside resort.
hostages arsere, once for each Anyone who has ever gone to
of the days they were held cap- bed after dining on bangers,
tive.
bubble and squeak and Cor-

who plays the dual roles as if.
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
he were doing an Allis-Seltzer
AP Special Correspondent
BOSTON (AP) — Dr. Jekyll commercial.
Dr. Henry Jekyll is shown
is back and Mr. Hyde has got
him — as lovers of the Robert several times Jotting down his
Louis Stevenson classic horror hangover healing formula on a
blackboard and his alter ego,
tale would expect.
The new British-made ver- Edward Hyde, after the initial
sion, brought to us on Public eyeball popping belt, is seen
Broadcasting by Boston's smiling the sponsor's smile of
WGBH education foundation, quick effervescent pain relief.
Since Hyde always goes
stars David Hemmings, a
rather amiable debonair chap about dressed as if he had just

West Point Work Crews
Clean Up, Decorate Area
WEST POINT, N.Y. t AP)
Work crews scooped up dirty
snow and villagers festooned
the streets with yellow ribbons
and flags aplenty as the U.S.
Military Academy prepared
for a visit from some special
Americans and their families.
Government
officials
haven't given official word
that West Point will be site of
Sunday's reunion between the
Americans who were held
hostage in in and their
families, but teams of Army
personnel worked feverishly
Friday on., the spacious
academy grounds.
The spit-and-polish operation involved workers with
front-end loaders removing
piles of snow and a platoon of
snow shovelers cleaning off
sidewalks and curbs. Street
signs were wiped squeaky.
clean. And workers used highpressure hoses to clean off
walks outside the 170-room
Hotel
Thayer,
the
government-owned inn on the
southern end of the academy
grounds.
The State Department has
reserved the entire hotel for
the exclusive use of the former
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
hostages and their families. Warren Christopher, chief
"It's their house," said Steve
U.S. negotiator for the release
Adams, the hotel's general
of the American hostages in
manager.
Iran, said Friday previous
Weekend guests were sent to ,,knowledge of hostage abuse
other inns Friday afternoon, "caused me to be all the more
and all regularly scheduled
determined to end this
activities at the stately 54nightmare."
year-old, six-story hotel were
He also urged the Reagan
canceled.
administration to accept the
Turkey with all the trimmnegotiated agreement and inings has showed up on the
dicated he was not interested
menu, and the hotel kitchen
in a possible appointment to

rush pasties in a British
seaside resort knows the feeling.
Stevenson tells the tale in a
leisurely Victorian manner,
mostly through conversations
about Dr. Jekyll's will lEdward Hyde is to inherit
everything and letters to his
lawyer. There are a few
shocks. A little girl who collides with Hyde rounding a
street corner gets stomped.
An old man, Sir Danvers
Carew, is clubbed to death
with Dr. Jekyll's walking
stick. One of the doctor's
closest friends dies of fright

when he witnesses the big
scene in the novella where
Jekyll demonstrates how he
becomes Hyde. •
John Barrymore, Fredric
March and Spencer Tracy all
had field days with this particular bit of medical nonsense
in the various movie versions.
March won the 1931 Academy
Award for his Jekyll and
Hyde, although Barrymore's
portrayal in the pre-awards
era was more gruesome if not
on a horror par with his
Svengali, wherein his eyeballs
resembled florescent peeled
gropes.

REINDEER BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION — During the holiday season students at Robertson Elementary School participated in a Reindeer Sing-A-Long Party. The children
made their own headdresses assisted by art teacher Ginn y Piech. In photo, with
Rudolph's make-believe birthday cake are, from left, Chris Tucker, James Barnett,
student teacher Karen Atkins, Heath Walls, teacher Joan Bowker and Stacey Maury.

Open Daily 9-9
Sunday 12-6

K mart! ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

The Saving Place sm

SUNDAY-MONDAY SALE
Hurry in for our price-breaking specials ...get quality at a K mart pricey
TEXAS
WSTRUMENT

Sizes 6-20
Full Figure

REM%

14 <-24

10.88

Christopher Knew About
Abuse Ca 52 Hostages

Elderly Man Sues Store
For Shoplifting Arrest
GRETNA, La. 1API — An
elderly man arrested on
Christmas Eve and accused of
stealing a $3.53 automobile
headlight
is
suing
Schwegniann Brothers Giant
Supermarkets and others for
$1,000,003.76.
The suit, filed tiy Joseph Attaldo, 76, claims two
plainclothes security guards
beat and handcuffed him even
though he had a receipt for the
headlight in his pocket.
Attaldo, -a_ retired barber
who said he has shopped at the
store where he was arrested
every week for 20 years, also
is suing the store security
guards, the New Orleans
Police Department and the arresting officer.
He said he did not want-ta
stand in a long line at the
checkout counter C'hrstmas
Eve, so he gave a woman in
the checkout line the light and
a $5 bill. He said he started to
leave after the • woman gave
him his headlight and receipt,
but a store security guard accosted him and refused to
acknowledge the receipt.
The guards beat Attaldo arid
left him, handcuffed, in an

open office where he was
"viewed and ridiculed by
customers and store personnel," according to the suit filed Tuesday in civil district
court.
When he nudged the door
shut, the suit said, two security guards kicked it down. In
addition to being booked with
theft of the headlight, Attaldo
was booked for POO criminal
damage to property — the
door.
The suit seeks damages for
embarrassment and humiliatiop, false imprisonment,
Medical expenses, malicious
prosecution and 13.76 for the
cost of the headlight and tax.
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the California Supreme Court.
Christopher spoke during an
impromptu news conference
at the airport following his arrival from Washington.
"I don't intend to stay in the
public section in the near
future," Christopher, 55, said
when asked about a report
that Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.
had talked to him about a
possible appointment to the
state's high court.
There are. two vacancies on
the court following Friday's'
resignation of state Supreme
Court Justice William Clark,
49, who will replace
Christopher as deputy
secretary of state.
Although the State Department had received previous
reports of Iranian mistreatment of the 52 hostages, "we
were not anxious to talk about
it publicly," Christopher said.
"Looking back at the torture,
no one can condone or
understand the brutality in
regard to our people.
-That fact caused me to be
all the more determined to end
this nightmare."
Christopher, an attorney,
was in private practice here
before being tapped in 1977 by
then-Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance to become his top deputy.

3 MUSKETEERS

Save 5.00

rn
Our Reg. 15.97

Llniff 2

10.97
es earance
Dresses 40% Off
In Stock

40%

•Men's 5-function LCD
WilstwatchiStopwatch
5 wristwatch functions
plus accurate stopwatch timing; athletic-look black case.

Our Reg. 13.97

1.58

10.88

1-1b. Fun-siz• Mars'

Chocolate Candy Bars

Rimed 3/
1
2-1b. Axe
With Single Bit

Choice of 3 Musketeers!, Milky Wayx , or
Snickers' chocolatecoated snacks.

Metal bit wood sondle
Our Reg. 16.77, 6-1b.
Wood Splitting
10.88
Maul

Off

Limit 2
Our Reg. 1.87

Sale Price

1.17
F

Twin Size
Vinyl Mattress
Protector
Fitted -style vinyl
protector. 54x75"
Our 2.17 Full size
147
Protector
Our Reg. 88' Zippered Pillow Protector.
2 for $1

Dacron -filled
Sleeping Pillow
Standard size
Dacron polyester
till; polypropylene
ticking in print design.
'DuPont Reg TM •

Men's Sizes

Cafeteria Special —
Fried Chicken Dinner
With 10 Oz. Drink

1.97

Rather Fails To Appear
In Court On Charge
CHICAGO (APi — CBS
newscaster Dan Rather failed
to appear in court on Friday to
press a disorderly conduct
charge against a Chicago cabdriver, and the ease was continued over the proteSts-of the
driver's attorney.

Han BLOCK
TAX TEST
Question No. 9

Income averaging
can save you money. But
only if you make more
than $30,000 a year.
CI True O False
What you diint know about income averaging
could cost you money.
MR Block knows that no matter how much
you make, if your income went up winstantialty last
year you may he able to income average We'll
take advantage of this if it's to your benefit The
answer is FALSE, since there is no minimum
amount of income required to qualify.
WE'LL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
903 Arcadia
Phone 753-9204

/WWII' AZ/A 11 II A Eli 1r

-There is a double standard
of justice here," Complained
lawyer Robert E. Mann when
the case against his client,
driver Eugene Phillips, was
not dismissed for lack of a
complainintavaness.
On Nov. 10, Phillips, 38,
picked Rather up at O'Hare
International Airport. The "60
Minutes" host, who soon is to
take over the "CBS Evening
News," allegedly told the
driver he wanted to be taken
to the home of author Studs
Terkel.
Terkel lives on a oneblocklong street on the city's
north side. Phillips said he
found the address with difficulty but that Rather refused
to pay the $12.55 fare on
grounds that Phillips' chauffeur's license was not
displayed.
Phillips said he had gotten a
ticket, and the license was
taken as bond.
Rather claimed Phillips was
abusive, refused the fare and
took him down Lake Shore
Drive along lake Michigan on
a wild ride which ended only
when a passing motorist noticed Rather waving for help. •
Phillips was arrested,
cliarged with disorderly conduct and spent a night in jail
before being freed on $35 bond.
,Since then, Phillips said Friday, he has been out of work,
deep in debt and has applied
for welfare.

1.17
Our . .16R

Pair

Striped Tube Socks
Cotton/nylon tube socks
in a choice of stripes.

97°

68°

Limit 1

Limit 1

While 600 Last
1 Galion Bottle
Clorox Bleach

Hershey's Syrup -..
While 288 Last
Regular Or Lemon.
Unit 2 on Pledge

4

While
Quantities
Last

731.

Limit 3

tetili

970

5.96

Our
10 88

4-pc. Car Mat Set
Rubber front and twin
rear mats

Ea. 1.56

28 oz
Size
Lysol' Deodorant Cleaner
fresh
Disinfects
smelling
14-oz.•Spray
1.66
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Sole

Price

11.68
Raintree* Lotion

Disposable Lighter

Moisturizing skin lotion,
normal or dry formula

Gives 1000's of lights.
adjustable flame Colors

2 Days

311

• Fl az

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Agonizing Wait Nearly
Is Over For Family
Members Of Hostages
Americans were freed Tuesday.
They'll spend the night in
area motels or with friends
and relatives, and then most
of them reportedly will be
flown by the State Department
to Stewart Air Base near
Newburgh, N.Y., on Sunday to
greet the former captives
when they arrive from West
Germany.
CAREER CHOICES - Murray Middle School seventh and eighth graders taking a thrThe freed hostages and their
mini-course,"Career Education," visit many businesses and institutions in the
ee-week
the
to
go
then
will
families
in an exploration of vocations and an attempt to make career decisions. In
community
Military
U.S.
nearby
photo, Murray-Calloway County Hospital public relations director Kathy Hodge escorAcademy at West Point.
ts the students on a tour of the hospital. Beth Broach teaches the class.
There, the mothers,father*,
wives, children and other
relatives will spend two days
reaquainting themselves with
the men and women who were
at the center stage of one of
the longest and most exUnited
Goshen
The
cruciating diplomatics stanMethodist Church will hear
doffs in American history.
the pastor, the Rev. Julian
The New York Daily News
Warren,at the 11 a.m. worship
reported in today's editions
service on Sunday, Jan. 25. He
that the 'families will meet
will be assisted by Scott ColPresident Reagan at the White
eman,layman of the week.
need. It's a fluctuating work
By MATT YANCEY
House before they go to West
The pastor will also conduct
force."
Associated Press Writer
Point.
the children's morning devoat
were
78
layoffs,
the
Of
(API
Tenn.
KNOXVILLE,
spokesman
A White House
and Se- tion.
would not confirm that, but - The Tennessee Valley TVA's Browns Ferry
Church school with Ronnie
102 at
plants,
nuclear
quoyah
layoff
canceled
said the president's plans for Authority
Hutson as superintendent will
in
shops
service
powers
its
maintenance
550
involvement in the hostage ac- notices to
begin at 10 a.m, with classes
tivities would be announced workers Friday and begin Muscle Shoals, Ala., and the for all ages.
in
plants
coal-fired
12
at
rest
laid
492
another
calling back
today.
The United Methodist Youth
The State Department was off after their unions agreed to Tennessee, Alabama and Ken- Fellowship and choir practice
tucky.
routine
waiting until late this morning scheduling
will meet at 6:30 p.m.Sunday.
The dispute began in April
to brief reporters on the reu- maintenance work at nights
Mid week Bible Study will
Hunnicett,
Warner
when
1979
nion plans, and so far has not and on weekends.
meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Sequoyah
at
electrician
an
The settlement between the
even confirmed officially that
the meeting will take place in federal utility and the Ten- and a job steward for the In• nessee 'Valley Trades and ternational Brotherhood of
West Point.
721
The department has said the Labor Council representing Electrical Workers' Local
blue-collar in Chattanooga, complained
TVA
hostages and their families 30,000
Apple Tree School. quality
will then be flown to workers was reached after a that electricians were being
placed on rotating shifts.
child care with educational
Washington for an official half day of negotiations.
Ralph R. Williams, a
program. 1503 Stadium View,
It ends a dispute which surwelcome - probably early
753-9356, 753-1566
Tuesday afternoon . at An- faced with an arbitrator's rul- Tuscaloosa, Ala., arbitrator,
drews Air Force Base in -ing Dec. 15 that TVA could not ruled in Hunnicutt's favor last
suburban Maryland - and schedule such maintenance month, saying TVA could not
then an anticipated reception work at night or on weekends schedule such maintenance
work on nights and weekends
without paying overtime.
at the White House.
In a joint statement, TVA without paying overtime
At that time cousins, aunts
• 304 Main
with the
703-8298
and uncles of the freed and the labor council said under its contract
hostages are also expected to their contract is being amend- labor council.
TVA officials said the utility
ed to clarify TVA's right to
join them.
Listed here is a ready reference
According to one published schedule shift work for does maintenance on plants at
that will quickly help you locate
report, the former captives maintenance. The also agreed night and on weekends
the classification you are looking
for..
and their families will take to establish a joint labor- because the demand for elecI. Legal Notice
over the entire 340-room Mar- management committee to tricity those hours is less.
2. Notice
Williams last week said his
riott Hotel just outside study problems over shift
Card of Thanks
3.
ruling was intended only to ap' work at TVA's power plants.
Washington on Tuesday.
4.1n Memory
ofTVA
but
Sequoyah
to
ply
out
went
notices
said
layoff
Lost and Found
5.
also
newspaper
The
The
6. Help Wanted
security checks are already last Friday to the 550 full-time ficials interpreted it as apply9, Situation Wanted
underway on the hotel's 300 mainteonce employees , on ing to all of its plants in an10. Bus Opportunity
employees. Coincidentally, TVA's payroll. TVA had laid nouncing the layoffs.
11. Instructions
since
workers
It Insurance
some of the hotel employea off 492 hourly
For Sale or Trade
13.
Jan. 9.
are Iranians.
14. Want To Buy
"We're starting to take
Meanwhile, gifts and offers
15. Articles For Sale
for the ex-captives continue to some of them back imHome Furnishings
pour in to the headquarters mediately," TVA spokesman
17. Vacuum Cleaners
II. Sewing Machines
here of the Families Liaison Louis Gwiri. said. -I don't
19. Tam Equipment
The day at Elm Grove BapAction Group, the special know if we'll take them all
Sports Equipment
20.
group set up by hostage back. A -lot of this tist Church will begin with
21. Monuments
families to coordinate their ef- maintenance work is seasonal Sunday School at 10 a.m. with
22. Musical •
23. Exterminating .
forts during the 444-day and they're Used to Wing laid Donny Buchanan as director.
24. Miscellaneous
The morning worship seron and off depending on the
ordeal.
Business Services
25.
vice will feature an all men's
26. WRadio
choir singing "How Great
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
Thou Art" directed by Kerry
29. Heating-Cooling
Vasseur. The message will be
30, Business Rental
brought by Dr. Bryan
31. Want To Rent
Thacker, local chiropractor
32. Apts. For Rent
church.
the
of
member
and
33. Rooms for Rent
be
Houses For Rent
will
34.
Special music
35. Farms For Rent
Lisa Oswalt,
by
brought
By Johnny Miller
of
Lowell
Mrs.
Thackrey
and
36. For Rent Or lease
Christi Hale and Dawn Hale.
37. Livestock-Supplies
A junior piano recital is 711 West Oak,Carmi.
will be at
Training
Church
Pets Supplies
38.
scheduled at 2 p.m. Sunday,
The recital will be in the
Dwayne
39. Poultry-Supplies
Jan. 25, on the campus of Mur- Recital Hall Annex Of the 5:30 p.m. with
40.
Producedirector. The
ray State University by Price Doyle Fine Arts Fulkerson as
41. Public Sale
at 6:15 with
is
service
evening
students Marcia Winstead of Building.
42. Home Loans
the pastor teaching the Book
41 Real Estate
Clay and Karen Thackrey of
Both Miss Winstead and
tots For Sale
44.
Philippians.
of
Carmi,
Miss Thackrey are students of
45, farms for Sale
The youth choir will sing
Selections by such com- Marie Taylor, assistant proHomes For Sale
46.
Jesus" at the
posers as Domenico Scarlatti, fessor of music at Murray "Reach Out To
47. Motorcycles
setvice.
evening
48. Auto Services
Wolfgang Mozart, Franz State.
The organist is Glenda
49. Used Cars
Schubert, Zoltan Kodaly and
50. Used Trucks
is
pianist
the
and
Rowlett
Isadore Freed will be per51. Campers
Paula Kinsolving. The
formed.
52. Boats and Motors
deacons on call are Walton
53. Services Offered
Miss Winstead, a junior maElbert
and
Fulkerson
54. For Trade
joring in music education, is
55. Feed And Seed
Outland.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Si. Free Column
Ray V. Winstead of Clay Rt. 3.
57. Wanted
Miss Thackrey, also a junior
John Dale will speak on
and majoring in music educaBIBLE CALL
tion, is the daughter of Mr. "The Baptism of Jesus" with
For teens: Going
WHY CAN'T YOU BE A
scripture frm Matthew 3:13-17
steady - 759-4444.
6000 SPORT LIKE HERB
at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. serChildren's Story: - 759APO TAKE YOUR WIFE
vices and on "Godly Sorrow
4445.
A special community wide
OUT TO EAT ONCE IN
Works Repentance" with
A 141-1ILE7
•-•
scripture from II Cor. 7:9-10 at thanksgiving and prayer serlack & lill licensed and state
the 6 p.m. service on Sunday, vice for the return of the
approved child care 107 South
Morning Worship begins at Jan. 25, at the 'Seventh and hostages from Iran will be
14th, 753-9922
held at the First Christian
1045 a.m. Sunday at South Poplar Church of Christ,
United
Assisting in the services will Church at 12 noon on Monday,
Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church. The ser- be Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls, Jan. 26.
OPEN FOR
The service will include
mon by the pastor, Dr. Paul Kelly Crouse, Joe Thornton,
thanksgiving,
of
prayers
Cleaver,'
BUSINESS
Danny
Steele,
entitled
be
Steve
Blankenship, will
of
-When Jesus Began to Keith Farley, Wayne Wilson, singin, reading of the names
FISH
BILL'S
Tim Stephens, Ron McNutt, the 52 hostages, a memorial
Preach."
eight
the
of
honor
in
time
MARKET
The Younger Adult Choir, Garry ,Evans, Kim WeatherAmricans who lost their lives
directed by Tim Hawkins, will ford, Vernon Andersn, Webb
attempt and
sing "Rejoice, the Lord Is Caldwell, Jerry Ainley, Hay in the rescue
Owner Bill Adorns
and
King" with Miss Joan Cooper Karraker, Emmanuel Man- prayers for their families,
prayer for the ramming jouras organist and Tommy ners, Max Farley, and Danny
nalist imprisioned in Iran.
Cleaver.
Gaines as pianist.
Fresh Ky lake Catfish
At the Monday service perKaren Shultz will be the teen
Sunday School begins at 9:45
Boneless
Cat Buffalo
conof
letters
a.m., evening worship at 6 nursery helper and Eddie sons will write
Open 6 Days A Week 8
dolence to the families of these
p.m., and youth fellowship at Rogers will be the special
0 m -6 p m Retnil R.
eight persons killed in the
6:45 p.m. The Rev. Martin class helper. Serving on the
Wholesale
rescue attempt.
Mattingly, pastor of St. Leo's extension department will be
This will be sponsored by
Catholic Church, will be guest David Wright and Randy
607 S 4th
the Murray-Calloway County
preacher for evening worship Wright.
7 5 3 9381
and
Association
Ministerial
Youth
be
Bible
will
9:45
study
at
the
to
speak
and will
invited.
is
public
the
6:45.
Sunday.
a.m.
Fellowship at

By KEVIN M.LIZTELLOE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API - The
agonizing wait nearly over,
family members of the freed
American hostages are
gathering in Washington for a
one-night stay before the reunion with their loved ones in
New York.
Some are traveling here
free, courtesy of airlines or
hometown travel agencies.
MURRAY HIGH Psi-SERVICE PROGRAM-Howie Crittenden, principal of Henderson
Vivian Homeyer is bringing
requirements
program
el
tri-lev
school's
the
explained
recently
County High School,
some Vinton, Iowa, popcorn
comthe
are
levels
three
The
tor graduation to Murray High School teachers.
and :'a heck of a bunch of
prehensive diploma, the enrichment diploma and the standard diploma. The program
sausage"-favorite treats for
her returning sister, Kathryn
is designed to challenge more capable students without affecting the program of
Knob.
other students. In photo are. Murray High principal W. A. Franklin. Brenda Maddox
Carol Elledge, sister of ex(back to camera), Crittenden and Sue Miller
hostage Army officer Joseph
Hall, is bringing a brand-new
red, white and blue outfit from
her Kennewick, Wash., home,
The University Church of because, she says,"I might as
13.
Christ will hear Bruce Logue well be patriotic if I'm going to
speak on "Human For Sale" do this thing. I'm going to look
planner
' ACROSS
,
with scripture from Hosea 1:2- like'a flag."
- y's Puzzle
Awswer to Prida
3 Cooled lava
I Ivan, e g
They're coming here today
3. 3:1-5 at the 10:30 a.m ser4 Greek letter
5 Urge on
vice and on "How To Be A from all parts of the country CDC CCM CC
5 Entreaties
9 Contend
DUC CCM CU
Critic" with scripture Arizona, Nebraska, California
6 Leased
12 Greenland
U CDC COODOC fromGal. 2:11-14 at the 6 p.m. - the small towns and large
7 Preposition
settlement
MC EEC CUO
cities where the hostage
8 Pigeon pea
13 Girls name
25.
CUC DOC OUUU service on Sunday. Jan.
9 Musicai
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ment
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40 Shade
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will
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be
supervisors
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Poem
Packed
26
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60
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Walks
43
36
Luke 9:49-56, 11:23 will be the
27 Declares
61 French article Hoye Fitts, Terri Delancey,
46 Cuttlefish
37 Concurs
28 Concoct
48 Domesticates 62 Latin con39 Seesaw
Mirriam Ferguson, and sermon topic at the 10:45 a.m.
junction
30 Stained
51 Pronoun
41 Scale note
service, and -Asleep Under
Wilma Wilson.
33 Sow
42 Cried
53 Chinese mile 64 Digraph
Bible study will be held at The Juniper Tree" will be the
35 Withered
44 Impel for56 Priest's vest- 66 Italian river
7 p.m. topic by the Rev. Dr.
930 a.m. Sunta.v.
ward
9 10 11
5 6 7 •
1 2 3 4
Bill Whittaker at the services
45 Worm
on Sunday, Jan. 15, at the
47 Soil
14
13
12
49 Geraint's wife
First Baptist Church.
NMI
15 zo 2.1 14 1
50 Stalk
Randy Sorrow, minister of
52 River duck
youth, and Bill Adams, Jr.,
54 Tantalum
31
symbol
29
The St. Leo's Catholic deacon of the week, will assist
..,55 Edible seed
Church will have masses at in the services.
38
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S2
57 Among
The ordinance of baptism
6:30 pin. today and at 8 and 11
59 Preposition
40
39
a
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday, will be observed at the even61 Hawaiian
44
41
a
wreath
Jan. 25, with the Rev. Martin ing hour.
Wayne Halley, minister of
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Mattingly as the celebrant.
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Religion
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SI
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69 Potion
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6:15 a.m. Monday, 4:30 p.m. music for both services.
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a m Thursday, and 2 p.m. a.m. and Church Training at 6
1 God mound
p.m. on Sunday.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

University Church
To Hear Bruce Logue

2. NI

TVA Cancels Layoff
Notices To 550 Workers,
Calls 492 Back To Work

Goshen Church
Will Hear Pastor
Speak On Sunday

Dr. Whittaker To
Speak At Services
At First Baptist

St. Leo's Church •
Will Have Masses

SIRE

2. Notice'

Elm Grove Church
Sets Services
For Sunday

.--

•

Junior Piano Recital Is
Scheduled For Sunday
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I DON'T WASTE MY
TIME ON AMATEURS.
PAS PE EVER ARM
WRESTLED BEFORE?

6.L.JY FROM "G"
COMPANY WANTS
TO ARM WRESTLE
YOU FOR 610,
SA RGE

John Dale Will
Speak At Seventh
And Poplar Church

GMON, STOP FIGHTING,
HERBERT,

Morning Worship
Set At South
Pleasant Church

0440..

MR. WONG, WHERE Do I
FINO THIS JUNGLE - MUGGER
KING CALLED 600R00
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FOR SURE „,
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2 Notice

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has
mobile
homes for rent.
Students welcome!
Special
rotes!! We also
special
have
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 753,
3280.

Antique cream seperator old
set encyclopedia, 1980 World
Book encyclopedia year old
-mattress set 753-5570
1971 Charger, good condition
Antique piano baby, Selmer
Mark IV tenor sax (615) 2325197 or 232-6505
Excellent hardwood desk with
glass top large antique glass
display case made of oak, marble and beveled glass, 2 end
tables 1 tolfee table 1 love
seat 1 sofa (Makes into bed) 1
file cabinet For further information calf 753-8231 Tom
Denton 10 AM til 8 PM only

kOMM3E3E
.11 X3103E)
ii
49:Used -Urs
32. Apts. For Rent
51. Campers
2t Miscellaneous
Wvices Offered

Firewood seasoned oak and
hickory. 18 24 Chainsavos
sharpened
Tree
repaired
removal 489-2327 489-2853
For sale 5 hp air compressor
Call Dill s Electric 753-9104
Firewood cut any length, mostly oak and hickory, $22 50
delivered 489-2492 or 7534157
Firewood for sale hickory and
oak Call 492-8901
Firewood. 18-24" seasoned.
mixed hardwoods. $25 per
rick. delivered. Call 753-8536.
Hobart meat saw, to the
For sale Wheat straw and highest bidder. Call 753-0840.
carpeting Call 753-8156
1970 VW Bug parts, artificial
Like new, automatic garbage stone, coal stove, antique
compactor, $120, and table piano, Samsonite patio furtop hooded hair dryer. $20 niture. 436-2333.
753-2280.
Wood for sale. 436-2758_
Nine piece Royal Prestige
cookware, stainless steel, 25. Business Services
lifetime guarantee. $175 Do you have something to sell"
Ladies brown fur ceat size 14. Need a place to sell it' Rent a
$40 753-1235
shelf at the Book Rack, 808
Olympus 0M-10 50mm lens Chestnut, 153-4821.
case almost new. $200 Win- Hodges Tax Service. experiencchester Canadain Centenial 30- ed and reliable tax service
30 $250 or make offer 16 foot Kentucky and state 1040A cargo trailer, twin axle, electric $1000. 759-1425.
brakes. $150 or make offer
Scaffolding by the day, week,
Call 759-4104
or month. Murray Rental &
16. Home Furnishings Sales Center. 753-8201..

One bedroom apartment. $90
2 bedroom apartment, $110
Water furnished. in Lynn Grove
Call 753-7874

1974 Caprice. 44,000xx_ Local
car, all options 1975 125XLS
Honda. 1000xx, like new 7533942.
1976 Chevrolet Nova. 8
cylinder, 4 door sedan Call
759-4004.
1979 Camaro Berlinetta bright
yellow, lots of extras' $4600
Call 435-4555
1973 Datsun 610 good condi
non silver, 2 door $1200 Call
489-2597
1980 Ford Mustang, 4 cylinder
4 speed. 13000 miles, Sterio.
AM M radio, $0800. Call 753.
7523.

Single family apartment
Kitchen-dining area, 2
bedrooms, living room and
bath up 2 car garage and utility dawn Married couples only
References and deposit 4928594
TV/0 bedroom duplex, all kitchen appliances central heat
and air Gall 753-8146 or 753
2437

*ej
we seal.* s

,AE

34. Houses For Rent

1972 Concord trailer 22 toot
2 door model 52UOU Lao 4.16,
2506

52. Boats and Motors
40 foot Pontoon boat live
aboard heat and a $4000 or
trade 18 foot fiberglass In -hull
boat and trailer $1000 Call
436-2506

53. Senriiii Offered
Alcoa Aluminum or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim for
brick houses Jack Glover. 1531813
custom made cabinets, music
centers, book cases, hutches.
Reasonable 436-2566.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages basements driveways,
walks, patios. steps. free
estimates. Charles ,Barnett
153-5476.
Carpentry, cabinets furniture
repair Bring picture - we
make. Alt remodeling •
reasonable prices_
Roy's
Carpenter Shop 753-4124.
Do all types of plumbing large
or small jobs, all work guarnanteed. 5 years experience.
753-5360.
Fence sales at Sears now Call
Sears. 753-2310 for free
estimate for your needs
Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
Heating, rentgeration and
electrical repair. Bob's
Refrigeration Service, Hazel,
KY. 498-8370 or 753-7829.
Bobby Lockhart
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 7532310 for free estimate.
It & It Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24'' below the
ground' leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR IL
SAW SHOP Coldwater, 489-2853.
Licensed electrician Inc
stallation, heating install4
and repairs. Call 753-1203
Mobile home anchors under
punning vinyls, aluminum and
fiberglass roofs sealed, patic
awnings, aluminum carports
single or doubles. lack Glover
753-1873
Need work an your trees? Topp
ing, pruning, shaping, corn
plete removal and more Call
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care 753
8536

For rent County home in New "That's getting to be your reply to
1914 LTD Ford 1971 Chevelle
everything."
Concord Call 436-2498
Station wagon 2 gilts and 1
House for Rent electric or 43. Real Estate
Bible Facts. Free Store for the
boar, 4 months old Call 436frireirEi
tate
wood heat 8 miles East of
needy 759-4600
5844
Murray Call 436-2582
-111
Ull4
ATTENTION VETERANS!
1977 LTD II automatic airThree bedroom home $225
Concrete and block
Have you taken ad,
Itag
a
llas
conditioned cruise Call 753FOR RENT
Deposit and references rework. Block garages,
vantage of your right to
6329 after 6 pm
Gilson Power Bolt log
quired No pets Gas heat 753basements, driveways,
own your own home
fulOldsmobile
Regency,
1973
7534222
Splitter by day or job.
8895
walks, patios, steps.
with a 100'. G.1 loon, ly equipped Call 437 4383 or
Operator available. Al
Free estimates. Charles
Three
bedroom
house
2
blocks
if
not
contact
us,
437-4292
stovewood
hardwood
COUNTRY HOME '
from MSU Call 753-7746
Barnett. 753-5476.
Sharp 1973 Plymouth Sataltte
for sale 125.00 per
ON 13 ACRES
753-1614
Three
bedroom'
nage
in
coundelux plus 318 motor in good
rick. Call 7533351
FOR SALE
painting
Professionaf
try, new carpets. Walking
•
condition 48,000 miles Want
OR RENT
paperhanging paneling Corn.
distance from MSU or down
RIM ISLAY!
to trade for small car or truck
Located only 7 miles
mercial or residential. 20 years
ANACEMENT
town. $275 per month. Call
& PROPERTY
Call 801-642-8848.
Residents of Hazel:there has
experience, free estimates'
east of Murray is this
after
4
pm.
898-6687
V.t
been complaints of dogs runn759-1987.
:s1973 Super beetle excellent
choice property conNeed down payment? Let Us conclitorv $2,500. Call 436.
ing at large in the city. Owners
sisting of large rustic
Stop! For all your repair needs,
37.
Livestock-Supplies
show you how you can pur- 5869.
are cautioned to keep ,their
home on 13 acres. Also
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
Livestock equipment for sale.
chase
this
3
bedroom
brick
dogs at home Strays will be
several
included are
and electrical work look no
proper
Round hay feeders $85 each: a
priced in the 530's. Call us for 50. Used Trucks
up by
picked
electric range, 26. TV-Radio
barns and outbuildings
more' • Call 153-9226 or 753
part
William Pratt, 36'' Enterprise
complete line of hog equipyour
showing
as€
1977'
Dodge
van
there
is
no
authorities
4-ourner, oven with broiler
and fenced area for
9623 We'll do your job large Si
ment. Grits Agri-Sales,
sign in the yard Its your move customized need to sell Call
Mayor, City of Hazel
For
sale
Cobra
89
XLR
CB
with
pan, 2 storage compartments.
horses. Owner will
small. All work done to your
and you'll vim Dial 753-1492 753-6470 or 759,1276
Turner power mike and Star- Dresden. TN (901) 364-2256.
satisfaction.
$75. Call 759-4689
consider lease, leaseat CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs 1968 Dodge heavy duty dump
duster antenna Call 492-8604 REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
option, or sale at
Wet basement' We make wet
Realtors.
truck good condition $700
your good mares for 1981
reasonable terms!
HOG FEED
basements dry. work complete.
breeding
season.
Three
Call
437-4505
Paducah firm seeking
Phone 753-12227 KopMAGNAVOX
ly guarenteed Call or write
CWT
stalhonS.
753-6126.
1977 Ford Ranger 4 wheel
perud Realty, for all
aggressive, ambitious perAnneal Soleil
Morgan Construction
Co
S11.50
12% Finisher:.
Special, thru January 31 37%
drive Call 753-4951
the information.
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
Great Savings
ad
nationally
sell
to
son
13.50
16% Grower ai
protein blocks for cattle, $255
NEW LISTING
KY 42001, or call day or night
'S
Oft t.V.
vertised office equipment
1912 Ford pickup, 1-100, V-8
15.50
18% Star:lens
per ton. Shoemaker Seed ProExcellent recital pro1-442-7026
anti stereos
automatic,
long
bed
good
con16.00
35% Pellets
cessing, 4th & chestnut 753in Murray.Maylield area
perty half block from
'1
BOYCI-MAJORS
.
Will haul driveway white ran
CLAYTON'S
dition.
$950.
753-9181
or
75316.50
/666.
40% Pellets
Univertity includes
Please send resume to
ES0T8A0TE
I REAL3 8
and Ag lime, also have any type
8124
JAB Music
8.00
Clean shelled com
brick home with 2
38. Pets-Supplies
of brown or white pea gravel
Pu. Boo 1120 Paducah,
I
1971 Ford pickup. 4 door.
950
Cracked Corn
753-7575
units
rental
seperate
Also do backhoe wor11,_ Cali
AKC registered Boston Terrier
Of call 443
42001
"ProfessionalServires
KY
Call
$1000_
436-2506.
purchases
apartdiscount
on
ton
garage
2%
plus a
Roger Hudson. 753-4515 or
puppies. Have nice marking.
With The Friendly Touch"
appointment.
for
8461
for
ment. Potential
1967 Ford picku, runs good.
753-6163
SHOEMAKER
Wanted. Responsible party to Call 753-7438.
NICE
HOMEreturn
on
good rate of
drives good, no rust. $595.
take over payment on color t
55. Feed And Seed
SEED
PRICED RIGHT
Dog obedience classes. AKC
investment. Offered in
489-2595. i
Warranty Clayton's 1 & B German Shepherds and AKC
t
This
is
a
rare
opporPROCESSING
For sale Timothy - Alfalfa hay
Large washer and dryer. $150. Music, 753-7575.
the low $40's. Phone
1979
•
Ford
pickup
F-100.
Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
tunity to buy an almost
Will deliver 1901) 364-5583 or
4th & Chestntrt
lined drum heater, $50 489
Kopperud Realty, 753custom,
extra
nice.
Call
753When you wont the best tor. 364-3062 nights Dresden TN
27. Mobile Home Sales 436-2858.
new home full of the
2330.
753-7444
1222 for all the details.
8555.
wi your weddang, choose.
unusual features
1974 Double wide mobile For sale. Blue tick coon hound
First time on market.
57. Wanted
1980 Jeep, CI-5, Power steer- • CARTER STUDIO •
17. Vacuum Cleaners home,
you've been wanting 2436. partially furnish- puppies. UKC registered. Call
Would like to rent Buriey
ing
and
brakes,
tilt,
2500
•
at
a
price
that
makes
are
going
Co
ON
TARGET
You
4. In Memory
Electrolux Sales and Service ed or unfurnished. All electric 753-9860_
301 Main
753.11291. pounds for 1980 crop Call
miles, many extras. Call 492lump for joy when you see what
sense to your budget. 3
with baseboard electric heat 43. Real Estate
We still miss you and love you Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.
492-8996
8824.
we have for you! Priced at only
BR., 1,2 baths,
Very easily heated $7500
so much In memory of Mrs.
$21.300 you cdufd not find a
economical electric
Phone 1-354-6217.
Laverne Adams Miller, who 19. Farm Equipment
better buy. Located 44 miles
baseboard heat with
passsed away 5 years ago; Sun- 4230 John Deere Quad-range. 12x65 Furnished
washer,
from Murray in the southwest
individual therday., January 25th From your 998 hours, no cab, one owner, dryer, air-conditioner, underschool district, this newly
mostats, new GE ,aploving family and friends.
loaded with extras. Sharp! 502- pinning and storm straps, good
rt`fr,
decorated home is country livpliancedsweffl this on a
condition. Reduced. 414-2342.
435-4520.
5. lost and Found
ing at it's best You have to see
beautiful 2-acre lot in
the inside to appreciate the exLost Diamond ring, yellow gold Lely 6 row 30- row mopes. May For sale or rent- 1973-- Moble
the country. Don't
tras this home has, 2
setting, one diamond Reward! be used with or without home, 12x52. 2 bedrooms, gas
miss this one.
NEW
LISTINGroom,
heat,
bedrooms,
kitchen,
living
roterra.
502-628-3892.
new
electric
service
50
Call 753-9331.
COUNTY
SPRICED
utility
room.
gallon
hot
bath,
water
tank.
500
and
a
huge
the farm
scheduled and
Very attractive 3
RIGHTS
$100 Reward for small brown New tractor tires on
half
full.
Call
ground
with
gallon
gas
tank,
acre
of
An
inditidual rho hes
a_non-commercial
stun
Located
bedroom brick home
on
Hwy.
464
mixed Terrier, "Sam", lost in tire service. Vinson Tractor 354-6122. •
at
cefliiiCS
tor
beautiful shade trees to keep
hereby
Classnied Want
only minutes fromIcity,
Backusburg, 3 BR.,
teeie, I liner,
Route 6. Kqucky Lake area. Company. 753-4892.
the heat a way in the summer.
advance lot a
foe n1/1111
Call
in
in
seven condays
pint
older
Call 436-2591 or 762-3817.
limits. Features inaaionai
Old John Deere tractor, runs For sale. Trailer and lot.
frame
seven
house
what
1'1
take
a
look
and
see
Come
la
gg
4
TUD
an
759-1789.
.
•
.
charge
to
has nol
Are
titres
Call
437-4505
with
Oa
good
$250
cluding
central heat
fireplace on 12
a house your money can buy'
6. Help Wanted
at no
advertisement st the
• •••
were
'
*se
ILA
12 x 60 Mobile home, partly
and air, den with - This one won't last long, be the
acres. of land. with
same
61
days ot the
Babysitter in my home -.20. Sports Equipment furntshed„good conddidn. Call
secnikve
-large
pond, crib and'
reek.
woodburning
first to see! Call Vicki at Spann
a
1., •
4
1
5.
WI
4
ogs;
the
weekdays. 2:30 to 5. pm,Own For sale: Remington model 437-4505.
9. ee
fireplace, attached
poultry barn. $20,0.00.
Realty Associates, 753-7724
sold daring
Manager
4
transportation and references 1100, 28 modified plain barClassified kayertising
.9
garage, and wooden
Sunshine.
1979
Mobile
Home.
required. Call 753-9520.
sleety flAxrr, let
rell. 489-2787.
•
backyard
deck
Pay small equity take over
TO. 1•••lasn am. /9OP
•
9. Situation Wanted
presents a pretty plcow as lows.. fad .•11e,
The Pistol People: Invest in a payments Call 759-4145.
•
- ar.1-re
A•
FARMS-MONIES
-lure
for
pleasant
liv
We will do housecleaning, have feeling of set-drily, largest' 1975 Viking. 12 x - --------.**:"••••*.
60, 2
*
BUSINESSES
45. Farms For Sale
mg Mid $40's. Contact
references Call 753-8209 or variety, lowest priced, no bedroom, washer, dryer and
.
caw
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
registration or red tape in Ken- dishwasher Need someone to .the "Home Team" at
753-7181
Approximately 14 acres for sale
PROPERTY
tucky.
Country
Boy
Kopperud
Realty,
Store.
-9
753Lynn
on
Highway
893.
south
of
take over payments. Call 753Listings noododl Offices
Will do babysittiog in my home,
miles west of Hopkinsville junc- 5867.
1222.
Grove, Phone 753-5921.
Coast to Coast. Buyers
Highway 641, Hazel, 492-8888 tion
KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
FINANCING
from
f.erywhoro.
acre farm for sale ih Lynn
Two
Rents28.
Mob.
Home
11. Instructions
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.
AVAILABLE
Grove area. Several out"Fro." Catalog.
For rent Trailer, available 1
Save energy and get
Apple Tree School. quality
buildings. Call 753-9964, ask
STROUT REALTY
month Call 753-8436 after 5
out of the rut of thinkchild care with educational 22.
ho• I atonal. Ir•I•e
for Amber
1217 Cahl•••st, iv
PM
program, 1503 Stadium View,
ing formal livirig
*ma
46. Homes For Sale
753-9356. 753-1566
room. I,00k at this
12 x 70. Furnished 3 bedroom
SPINET CONS011 PIANO FOR
753-0186
Country Estate for sale 'or rent
house
with a liveable,
2 bath, . central au and heat.
SALE Wanted: Responsible
Drummer teaclkirug set and
01••••••
Reasonable terms. Livestock
roomy "great room"
washer. dryer. 753-4091.
party to take over piano. Can
14 Words $5.80
snare lessons, my home, $3.00
facilities. Garden, fruit treeg.
be seen locally. Write Mr.
1
for comfortable living.
a half hour. 753-6791
Mobile home in Murray, 12 x
436-2333.
Powers, be. 327, Carlyle,
Located on a corner lot
1974 - 12x65 Schutt
60. Natural gas heat. $150 per
Will give riding lessons_ Call
Illinois 62231.
in an excellent'
Mobile Home with pull
For sale or lease: Beautician
month and $100 deposit. Call
761-2939.
1
neighborhood. This is
Special! Tired of piing away
out for extra living
753-1873.
12. Insurance
a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
space. Central electric
part of your hard earned
2 bedroom trailer, very clean,
1
money' Von- can own-your own
home with ther.heat and air. Located
Fantastic rates on 1975 or
approximately 21-2 miles on
ORGANS
18 Words $7.33 •
furnished shop and 4-bedroom
mopane windows, cenon a large wooded lot newer mobile-homes. See or
641 South No pets, 753-8436
Anneal
Sale!
house with no money down.
tral electric heat and
Excellent buy!
call Johnny Williams. your
In
after 5ym
'Floor models as rest
You can start making money toM F.A. agent. 753-0445.
air. Priced in the $50's
12 A.M. Deadline for following days Publication
• E-Z p•vn•e•rts
Two bedroom trailer, completeday. Call 753:5014.
through
Kopperud
1977 Skyline - 14 x 70
14. Want To Buy
•4 y•or warranty
ly' furnished. very nice, $150
Realty, 711 Main.
with central heat and
Two bedroom brick house in
CLAYTON'S
Junk cars 474-8838
per month Call 753-8964 after
air, has house type
county on 19 acres. $17,000
5
JAB Music
firm. Call 435-4193.
Want to buy Used card table
Here's your real escape' From roof with large
30. Business Rental
Call 474.9729 or 475 2346
city congestion and taxes Easy covered concrete
753-7575
Three bedroom bryck, kitchen
Sell that ircycle die kids no longer use or the loot locker you've had stored away for so
after 5 pm
commuting just one mile from
patio. Large beautiful
den combknation large marble
long _there's sure to be someone looking lot scores ol items you hate around the house that you
city
limits
Mild
This
3
bedroom
colwater.
lot with city
.bath room. double wide conWill pay top price for white oak
no longer need
onial guarantees freedom from
Close to town.
Waroboaso
crete drive with, 12.x 16. redtimber Call 1534984 even 23. Exterminating
We're in sine you II get resulh from your Murray ledger & Times Want Ad that veil glare,
the
early
morning
squeeze
by
ings
wood patio. $43.500. Extra lot
Storage Space
il with ow new fro We'll Warranty
tee
the three in the bathmoms
1978 Holly Park - 3
may be purchased with home.
Want to buy standing timber
All BUGS CALL
For Rent
Allor lute to do is place a seven day Want Ad in cot Classified sechon lor any non
May we suggest your dialing '<bedroom. 2 bath with
After 5 pm call
Cali
753-1651
Call 753-6268 or 753-6186
753-1492 for your showing of
commercial item of several ileer 111 !OW lt4/115 do nol sell wIthin die first seven daYs we will
753-47SS
753-2586
living TOOIT1 addition.
this home' CENTURY 21 Loretrun Me ad for another consenitire vett at no additional charge with no complications for you
Want to buy .for _parts 6 HP
, 011r•
Central heat and air.
.
1kitorcycles
47Tecumseh engine or old Troy
New store building with fic ta lobs Realtors
and no questions asked
Fully furnished. This
built Rob o tiller 753-3387
1978 Yamaha IT-250E. good
lures for lease Cypress Springs
Go through Moe house don't lapel tie OK and garage and gad,* ike items you no longer
is the Cadillac of all
KeHey's Termite area
condition, low mileage Call
Cat! 436 2506
Pungent Ikerssion
Irene a need for Wkai eerier war In male extra cash,
S
Want to buy Standing timber
mobile
homes.
8. Pest Control
753-1419.
Inseiressco
Will look at all tracts approx32. Apti:For Rent
Located on a large lot
Bring In The Coupon or Mail With Your Check to:
1
S
Phone 753-3914
S
imately 20 acres and up 753Neel
Estate
48.
Auto. Services
with
city
water,,
good
N
Apartments for rent near )
5592
Southold'(earl Sq. ki
garden spot, fruit
ALL ADS CASH IN ADVANCE!
Import Auto_ Salvage, parts and
downtown Murray 753-4109
trees, and grape aremu
/141 Marrey, Kentucky
repairs for Opal, Datsun, Fiat
I.
Extra large upstairs 2 bedroom
bor. Close to town.
753-4451
and Toyota 474.2325 Call
furnished apartment, $165 per
after 5 pm
month Couple, no pets Water
Prevos.• Is•••
se., Oa/.
?MIN,
furnished
Used Cars
Central
gas
heat
and
49.
225 L. P. Miller St.
Low cost home loan meney
U.S.1•• 1••••,1 /11-8144
air Call 753-1203
won't last long For applica.
Across From Community Center
1976 AMC Matador automatic
Tfl •114
Furnished or unfurnished two lions incomes can vary up to
transmission $950 .Call 753Open Hours
bedroom duplex. 411 North $22,500 for a five member
5861.
Itt
call
now
at
family Give s a
Mon.8 Tues. 7:30-12:30
8th 492 8225
1974 Buick --LeSabre, law
Murray-Calloway
753-1492 Ion Information on
104 N. 4th Street, Murray, Ky.
mileage, good condition 759Closed Wednesday
For rent. Real =AS- ORS- T his 10 71% interest Yes, you
County Realty
bedroom
furnished
apartment
1509
2:30
8:30-1
Sat.
read
tight
under
11%
on
a
25
8.
Thurs., Fri.
(502)7534146
Call 753-2967
197-4 Gouger OR-7. 62.000
year term Dial 753-1492 We'll
10414 11414S4,
Offer Expires January 31, 1981
original miles. good condition
Nice one bedroom apartment help you Century 21 Loretta
144•1'44, My 41071
Call 753-0828
4 Call 753-3949
lobs Realtors.
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FUNERALS
Bob Bowland
Dies Friday
At Hospital

One Malpractice Suit
Decided Thursday In
Hopkins Circuit Court

Explosion Of Homemade
Bomb Leaves Two Injured

others in his profession." The
MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP) couple requested $3,000 in
— One of three malpractice
hospital and medical exOrville Bob) Bowland of suits against a former Troyer
penses, $50,000 for alleged
1508 Clayshire Street, Murray, Clinic physician in Madisonpain, suffering, humiliation
died Friday at 130 p.m. at the ville was decided Thursday in
and inconvenience suffered by
County Hopkins Circuit Court when a
Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Oakley and $50,000 for
Hospital. He was 59 years of jury decided in favor of the
permanent injury that she
age.
doctor.
contended was suffered.
Born Sept. 4, 1921, in
The civil trial concerned a
Another part of the suit had
Calloway. County, he was the suit filed by Cheryl Ann and
requested $25,000 in damages
son of the late Lessie Howland Jerry Lee Oakley of Madisonbecause Oakley lost "the serand Ruth Holmes Howland.
ville against Dr. D.R. Gavices and companionship of
tie is survived by his wife, jadhar, who currently prachis wife." However, that,part
Mrs. Niteree Spann Howland; tices medicine in Louisville.
of the suit was dismissed by
three daughters — Mrs. Jonie (ajadhar, from India, moved
the court May 30, 1980
Alexander, Murray Route 2, to Madisonville from Canada.
because, according to court
Mrs. Jeannie Paschall, NaperThe suit, filed Dec. 29, 1979, records, the alleged
ville, Ill., and Mrs. Sheila stemmed from Mrs. Oakley's
ART APPRECIATION — Students at North Elementary took time out from their busy
negligence occurred Jan. 3,
Ramsey, Murray Route 5; hospitalization Jan. 3, 1979 to
1979! and the couple was not
academic schedule to enjoy art. Using yarn, salt boxes, and paper cups, the students
step son, Dillard Hicks, Mur- deliver a baby. Gajadhar was
married until Sept. 29, 1979.
were able to make a person. Some used red and white yarn to make Ole Santa himray Route 4; sister, Mrs. Mrs. Oakley's physician and
After more than two days of
self. (Front row) Loren Wisehart, Julie Tucker, Angie Miller, Mark Barber, Michael
Lorene Pullum, Sanbard, Ill.; the complaint charged that
evidence and testimony, the
Hopkins,(second row) Jon Payne, Shari Steen, Shane Black, Rhoda Jones; (third row)
one step grandchild.
the woman suffered from a
Stephanie Smee, JoAnna Gibbs, Regina Hicks, Stephanie Howell, Karen Fortner, and
The funeral will be held Sun- "rectalviginal fistula" as the jury was apparently not convinced of the allegations made
Matthew Yuill.
day at 3 p.m. at the chapel of result of the physician's
in the suit and returned a verthe Miller Funeral Home, negligence.
dict in favor of Gajadhar.
Hazel, with burial to follow in
The suit claimed the doctor
Two similar suits naming
the Oak Grove Cemetery.
"did not exercise the degree of
Gajadhar as defendant reElimids may call at the care or skill or possess the
main to be settled. One was filfuneral home after 1 p.m. to- degree of knowledge ordinaried by Katona H. and Dale
day Saturday
ly exercised and possessed by
Fuller of Madisonville Feb. 23.
The suit contains the same
e ations as the Oakley suit
By HERBERT SPARROW
for a change in direction in health services bureau.
-inidgalso requests $126,000 in
Associated Press Writer
Dr. Robert W. Young, compublic health care in Kendamages./
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — tucky.
missioner of Arkansas's
The other suit, filed March
Stumbo says the next step Department of Health, has
28 by Margaret Ann and State Human Resources
Robert L. Pleasant requests Secretary Grady Stumbo says will be to sell Kentuckians on been named assistant commissioner for community
said Friday that it could also the same amount and contains he has completed a year-long the changes.
By BILL BERGSTROM
restructuring of the Bureau
Six personnel appointments health, while Young's. deputy
mean relaxation of air quality
the same allegations.
.
Associated Press Writer
restrictions that hampered
A trial date in those suits for Health Services which he this week were the final major in Arkansas, George Dan
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
feels Will lay the groundwork steps in the renovation of the 'Kent, has been appointed
has not been set.
Larry Forgy, Kentucky's burning of Kentucky coal, but
director of the newlycreated
Republican national commit- also could bring closer
division for state health plannteeman, says that the election scrutiny of spending for coal
ing.
of Ronald Reagan could lead conversion projects.
"This brings a full compoAs for the two-party system,
to a resurgence of the twonent of people to develop the
Forgy said "in a state like
party system in Kentucky.
medical evidence for a new
Forgy, who was Reagan's Kentucky, where the judiciary
direction," Stumbo said in an
state campapign manager, is dominated by one party,the
interview.
executive
branch
is
Stumbo feels Kentucky is
dominated by one-party, and
OWENSBORO, Ky. LAP) — city officials and officials at copublisher of the Messengerthe Legislature is dominated
A report prepared for Mayor the Messenger-Inquirer Inquirer, said the newspaper placing the wrong emphasis in
by, one-party, something is
J.R. Miller last summer destroyed or returned copies has retained in its legal files a its public health programs. He
portion of its copy that relates feels efforts should now be
lost."
violates the privacy rights of of the document.
He told the mid-winter
black students, says a civil
The NAACP asked Wednes- to a previously published directed toward chronic
diseases, such as cancer,
meeting of the Kentucky
rights group, which has asked day that anyone holding story.
But he said the portions of heart attacks and problems of
that all copies be destroyed.
LEXINGTON, Ky:. i AP) — Press Association that the
copies of the report destroy
The 13-page report, compil- them and swear that no more the document listing the the elderly, instead of infecHumana Inc., a Louisville- Republican Party had been
ed by an Owensboro guidance copies were made. Officials at students' names, dates of tious diseases that have been
based hospital company, has strong enough in Kentucky
counselor at Miller's request, city hall destroyed two copies birth and parents' occupations brought under control.
filed an application with the during the 1940s, 50s and 60s to
However, he feels the best
have been destroyed.
lists the names,addresses and Thursday.
state to begin construction of a provide a "clash of ideas.
Joe Iracane, the Owensboro way to change that direction is
birthdates of 224 black high
170-bed hospital on Richmond Government was a dialogue
The Messenger-Inquirer
school graduates in 1980, their mailed its copy to the school High School guidance through persuasion and hard
Road, accbrding to a news but we lost that with
counselor who prepared the evidence. And one of the first
Watergate."
parents' occupations and official who prepared it.
release.
"If you don't have a twowhether they were bound for
The application, required by
A state Department of report, said he will keep his priorities of his new health
state law, was filed Thursday party sustem," Forgy said, college or vocational school.
Education lawyer said federal copy for his files and will sign care team will be the collecThe report also rates their laws require that such per- an affidavit stating that no tion of that evidence.
with the state Health Planning "what you have is a cat fight
"My job is not to tell the
labor potential as poor, good sonal information be released more copies were made.
Agency in Frankfort and the in the primaries.. dealing with
Richard Brown, president of public what they have to do,"
or excellent, and indicates only with the written consent
East Kentucky Health personalities rather than the
issues."
whether the students have of the students or their the Owensboro branch of the Stumbo said."I just give them
Systems Agency here.
NAACP, said school officials the facts and let them decide."
As for coal, Forgy said that
learning handicaps or high parents.
The application described
One of the major jobs for
academic promise.
the proposed five-story facili- Kentuckians can hope for
Neither city officials nor.the who have the right to see the
At the request of the newspaper should have been document are exempt from Young, 43, a native Kenty as a general acute-care -amendments to the Clean Air
tuckian from Harrodsburg,
Owensboro chapter of the Na- given the report, attorney Ed the association's request.
hospital with surgical, inten- Act that will allow Kentucky
Iracane said he had intend- will be to help with Stumbo's
tional Association for the Ad- Fossett said.
sive care, maternity and coal to be burned in other
parts of the country, parvancement of Colored People,
pediatric units.
John S. Hager, editor and ed the information only for plans for district health
Miller's use and that he should departments to replace county
The hospital is to have an ticularly the East Coast."
not have included the health departments.
Forgy said he does not
adjoining medical office
students' names.
He will also help oversee
building on a 36-aere tract on believe the Synthetic Fuels
City Attorney Frankie Stumbo's ideas for more comRichmond Road. The total Corporation, established to
Hager said she shouldn't have munity based health care sercost of the project was finance development of coal
vices for the elderly as options
released the report.
conversion projects, would be
estimated at $22 million.
abolished but "my judgment
Under the provisions of the to nursing homes.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — are: Ann Stanchina,
Prior to becoming the
federal Buckley_Amendrnent,
is that it may get some hard
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has Williamstown; Ted Richardscrutiny.
personal information about a Arkansas health commisnamed five Wingo residents to son, Ft. Mitchell and Ann Den"We are making every efstudent that is associated with sioner in 1979, Young was
the Graves County town's ton, Paducah to represent conhis name cannot be released medical director for the Cabin
fort to inform the Reagan adBoard of Trustees.
sumers of health care; without prior written consent Creek Medical Center in
ministration that the synfuel
The five were appointed Charles Setliffe, Louisville;
Dawes, W. Va., and was in
program is important to Kento anyone but educators.
because no election was held Rondall Thornton, Louisville
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Al') — tuckyrnd to coal," Forgy
In asking that copies of the family practice with a
last
year
to
fill
the
posts. The and Georgene Fraley, HenderFayette County Jailer Harold said.
report be destroyed, the federally-supported clinic in
appointed terms will end after son, as representatives of
Buchignani, reversing an
NAACP also asked the school Salyersville, Ky.
But he added "you have $11
the next election for the posi- health care providers.
earlier decision, says he will billion allocated for synfuel
system to develop safeguards
Kent, 40, a native .of
tions.
seek re-election.
Reappointed to the council against further violations of Chicago, formerly taught
programs but you only have
The trustees are Harry: L. were consumer represenBuchignani had considered $300 million appropriated.
the Buckley Amendment,
health care management and
Fite, Charles Shelby, Gail tatives Rediford Damron,
running for county clerk.
planning at California State
"You have a large commitStillman, Howard Ward and Pikeville and Robert H. Loeb,
Ray
Sabbatine, ment and a small appropna
University. He will be charged
Mike Williams.
Buchignani's assistant, had tion. The question is whether
Louisville, while providers
6rith reviewing proposed
Brown has also named six reappointed were Lois Baker,
announced his candidacy for the money will be there."
regulations and programs to
new members and reap- Hazard, Roscoe Kelley,
jailer, but withdrew and said
determine their cost versus
Forgy said that in the wake
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
pointed five others to the Somerset and James
he supported Buchignani.
their benefits.
of
Reagan's election,
The Louisville and Nashville
Statewide Health Coor- Leadingham, Ashland.
Buchignani, 50, said in Republicans are looking for
Young will assume his new
Railroad
has
asked
the
dinating
Ohio
Council.
November he would not seek strong candidates to seek elecOther appointments anpost, vacant since it was
Supreme
Court
to
New
grant
a
members
of
the
council
another four-year term tion to various posts in Kennounced Friday by Brown
retrial of a $235,000 workers
because he felt he needed "a tucky.
were Douglas R. McKenney of
change" after 20 years as a
Hartford to the Governor's compensation case against the
Asked if he would consider
policeman and jailer. But being a candidate for goverCoal Policy Council and Glenn company.
The railroad has appealed
Thursday he said he was con- nor, Forgy replied, "I'm not
L. Schilling of Louisville as
vinced by friends to run or closing the door, but I'm not
chairman of the state's the decision of the Ohio 1st
another term.
Worker's Compensation District Court of Appeals,
panting to do it."
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
which reversed the decision of
Board.
About 40 local ministers hay(
a Hamilton County court gransigned a petition, voicing opting the railroad another hearposition to abortion in most
ing of the case.
cases and concern about a new
In February 1979 a Hamilton
abortion clinic in Lexington.
County Common Pleas court
The ministers, representing
jury awarded Charles E. ChipLOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) —
36 churches of various
man of Hamilton $235,000 after
Mary
Schurz,
publisher
denominations, presented the
and his right lung collapsed twice
editor
of The Advocate- on two separate occasions
petition Thursday, the eighth
anniversay of the U.S. Messenger and The Kentucky while an employee of IAN.
Supreme Court decision per- Advocate in Danville, has
The trial court later granted
mitting abortions, in a news been elected chairman of L&N a new trial, saying the
conference at Broadway Associated Press Newpapers jury decision was against the
19$0 V. W. Rabbit "Weser
in Kentucky.
Christian Church.
weight of evidence in the case.
She succeeds Robert C.
"We believe the miracle o;
Doctors for both sides in the
.4 speed, air conditioning am 'fm app
life begins at conception," Carter, president of Kentucky case disagreed whether the in21,000 miles. Beige, Beige Interior.
said the Rev. Marshall Leg- New Era in Hopkinsville.
juries weft the result of ChipFloe Bowles, publisher of man's work for the railroad
gett, pastor of Broadway
Christian Church. "Abortion The News-Enterprise in
while he was lifting a chest
should only be performed to Elizabethtown, was elected and later while swinging a
vice chairman. He succeeds hammer on his job as a
save the life of a mother."
Murray South
! Leggett also said the Ms.Schurz.
welder's assistant in 1977.
Keep rho) Great GM Feeling
Branch
The elections came Friday
ministers were concerned
The
appeals
court
about the Robinson Medical at an Associated Press reinstated the jury award,
715 So. 12th St.
151 /611
Clinic, which opened here last meeting held in conjunction saying the common pleas
641 Soo
753-1214
month arid offers abortions in with the Kentucky Press cburt overstepped its bounds
the first three months of Association convention in in setting aside the jury verpregnancy.
I ouisville.
dict.

MLILDRAUGH, Ky. ( AP r —
The explosion of a homemade
bomb in the back seat of a car
at Muldraugh Friday night
left two Fort Knox soldiers injured, according
to
Muldraugh Police Chief Butch
Kerrick.
Robert Manley was listed in
serious condition at Ireland
Army Hospital with severe
facial injuries, Kerrick said,
while Troy Cameron was
treated at the same hospital
and released. Manley was to
be transferred to a Louisville
hospital for additional treament, hesaid.
"These four soldiers pulled
into Wilson's Self Service gas
station on U.S. 31-W at
Muldraugh," Kerrick said.
"One of them got a gallon of
gasoline in a can and was
about to get back in the car

when Manley accidentally
triggered the device that he
had in the back seat."
Kerrick said the bomb was
made from black powder obtained from the military base
and was rigged inside a
peanut butter jar with two ccell batteries. The explosion
occurred at 8:23 p.m. EST, he
added.
"I believe they intended to
take the thing out on the base
and set it off just for fun,"
Kerrick said.
Kerrick said charges will be
brought against the two
soldiers who were injured,
although warrants had not
been prepared Friday night.
He said the two others in the
car were not injured.
Kerrick said the soldiers
"were just lucky" that they
did not have the gasoline in the
car when the device exploded.

Stumbo Feels Groundwork Will Change Direction

Resources Secretary Ends Restructuring

Election May Lead To Two:.
Party System In State

Report For Owensboro Mayor
Violates Privacy Of Blacks

Huiliana Inc. Files
Application For
Lexington Hospital

created last year, Feb. 1. Kent at East Tennessee State
will join the bureau Feb. 16.
University's College of
Al Austin, 53, a 20-year Medicine.
veteran of state government,
Stumbo said Kentucky has
will head up another newly- also received "on loan" for
created division, for cer- two years Jack Stubbs, a
tificate of need, while Verna federal' assignee from the
Fairchild, 39, will replace Health and Human Services
Austin as division director for Department.
institutional care.
Stubbs, 31, a placement ofMelva Jo Hendrix, 45, a ficer with the HHS National
teacher at the University of Health Service Corps, will be
Kentucky College of Nursing, working to recruit health serhas been appointed director of vices personnel to practice in
the division for community areas of the state that are
services for mental health, federally designated as health
another post vacant since it manpower shortage areas.
Recruitment is still underwas created last summer.
Dr. Irshad Ahmed, 43, has way for an assistant commisbeen named director of the sioner for disease control and
division for epidemiology. A epidemiology and a division
native of India, Ahmed has director for primary care,
been teaching family practice Stumbo said.

Volume Is Lightest Of
Season On Burley Market

Brown Names Five Wingo
Residents To Trustees

Fayette County
Jailer Says He'll
Seek Re-election

L And N Railroad
Asks For Retrial

Lexington Ministers
Sign Petition To
Oppose Abortion

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Volume was the lighest of the
season during the seventh
week of burley tobacco auctions, the Federal-State
Market News Service
reported Friday.
Richmond has closed for the
season and several markets
have recessed until sufficient
poundage is available for sale.
The service reported that
prices held generally steady
again this week and the weekly average varied only 24
cents the entire season.
No major changes were
noted in the quality of
marketings.
No tobacco has been placed
under loan the past two weeks
and only 18,032 pounds for the
season.
By the latest crop estimate,
about 92 percent of the current
crop has been auctioned.
Gross sales for the week ending Jan. 22 totaled 7,053,911
pounds and averaged $165.76
per hundredweight. The
season figure stands at
570,918,736 pounds for an
average of $165.91.
For the same period last
season — 28 sales days —
478,459,657 pounds returned
$145.33 per hundredweight.
Baled tobacco accounted for
975,865 pounds of the week's
gross sales in the eight-state
belt, averaging $165.99. Baled

tobacco for the season totaled
66.8 million pounds for an
average of $165.98.
Resales
amounted
to
1,532,868 pounds this week and
76,458,037 pounds for the
season.
Non-auction totaled just
over 16 million pounds.
Practically all grades
averaged $166 per hundred
again this week and has for
the entire season.
Quality was about the same
as last week with good and fair
leaf making up about onethird of the volume. By group,
flyings accounted for about 12
percent of sales; lugs 13; leaf
45; tips 5; mixed 18;
nondescript 3; and others
about 4 percent.

Broadbent Named
To Fair Board
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
Smith Broadbent Jr., of Cadiz,
has been named to the Kentucky State Fair Board by
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Broadbent, a well-known
western Kentucky farmer and
civic leader, had previously
served on the board from 194758 and was chairman when the
state developed and opened
the
Kentucky
State
Fairgrounds in Louisville.
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Mary Schurz Is
Elected Chairman
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